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40 Student Government elections
Worster/Allen
By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer
For the second time this week,
the General Student Senate held an
emergency late night session to
discuss the Fair Election Practices
Commission's decision to disqual-
ify the candidacy of Collin Wor-
ster and Annie Allen, candidates
for Student Government president
and vice-president. As of press
time, GSS had not reached a deci-
sion whether or not to verify
FEPC" s findings.
Worster and Allen won Tues-
day's election, but their victory
-rias not yet been declared official
based on numerous campaign com-
plaints filed with FEPC.
FEPC unanimously decided to
disqualify Worster and Allen base.Ai
on a complaint which charged that
these candidates had not fairly as-
sessed the value of a video pro-
duced for their campaign. In
FEPC's judgement, Worster
should have added $60 in cam-
paign costs for a video editing fee
which would have brought his cam-
paign spendings over the $400 limit
by $55.48. .
Worster said that he and anoth-
er student Kyle Rankin, who is
also a member of a campus video
club, produced a campaign video
together. Because Worster had tak-
en a video production class, he was
allowed to use - at no charge -
video equipment for this project
owned by the Journalism and Mass
Communication department.
Professor Steve Craig, Worster's
former instructor, testified at the GSS
meeting and stated that according to
the JMC department's policies, any
former student of the video produc-
tion class could use that equipment
to produce videos for campus-relat-
ed projects But he said that no stu-
dent who hadn't taken the class could
use the equipmeni
See ELECTION on page 20
most votes, but may not win
Disputed President-elect Collin Worster (left) makes a point while Campain Manager Dan Collins
looks on during last night's special General Student Senate meeting. (Wickenheiser photo.)
• Election results
Student voter turnout poor
for the second year in a row
Student 6vvernment election results..
By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer
Collin Worster and Annie Allen's
possible disqualification as the win-
ners, weren't the only problem with
Tuesday's Student Government elec-
tions. as voter turnout was extremely
low for the second year in a row.
Voter turn-out for the disputed
election was the lowest in years with
1,117 votes were split between three
tickets as follows: Worster and Allen
- 562; Bill Reed and Rich Aldrich -
446; and Angson Dhlakarna and Anti
Reza - 109. Last year, an estimated
1,702 people voted in the Student
Government election.
"I'm very disappointed with the
low turn-out of voters," Worster said.
"I think that the low number may be
indicative of the shabby shape of
Student Government.-
Last year, Reed also ran unsuc-
cessfully for Student Government
president. He said while he and many
of his campaign workers were obvi-
ously disappointed in the result of the
race, he harbors no hard feelings
against the election winners.
"My feeling is that there has to be
a winner and a loser. We ran good
campaigns and they just got more
votes,- Reed said.
Elections were also held on Tues-
day' for president and vice-president
of the Off-Campus Board and Resi-
dents on Campus. both repr-senta-
five boards of Student Government
Worster/Allen 562
Dhlakama/Reza 109 °rept* NI, 11( Oos
In both of those races, the tickets ran
unopposed.
OCR's sole set of runn I ng mates.
Brian Parker and Edward Kitson,
received 272 votes. The low turn-
out for the elections didn't surprise
Parker.
"I wasn't surprised by it; in my
opinion, students aren't interested as
a product ofbeing uninformed,- Park-
er said. -The number one item on my
agenda is to address student apathy.
1 think once people have a handle on
problems, they'll get involved.-
ROC's only ticket, Bob
L'Heureux and Chris LcClerc, ,e-
ceived 678 votes.
Two non-binding referendums
were also voted on by students Tues-
day. The first question stated. "I)o
you support the removal of the De-
partment of Defense policy which
excludes individuals from military
service on the basis of their sexual
orientation?" 667 students voted
'yes', while 464 others voted 'no'.
The second question was not
approved; it stated, "Would you sup-
port the position requiring that the
Reserve Officers' Training Corps
be removed as an official Universi-
ty of Maine program until such time
is the DOI) and the US Congress
remove all current regulations in the
Armed forces which focus on the
individual's sexual orientation?"
The vote was 627 against. and 491
in support
• Lecture
Journalist analyzes
free trade agreement
By Dana Gray
Staff Writer
The pro-
posed North At-
lantic Free Trade
Agreement
(NAFTA) was
scrutinized
Wednesday in Neville Hall for its
promotion of larger benefits to the
owners of big corporations, the
potential negative effects inflicted
upon the United States labor force
and the environment and a possi-
ble weakening of national sover-
eignty.
In a speech, "The Global Eco-
nomic Crisis: Failure of the Mar-
ket Economy," journalist Alex-
ander Cockburn summarized the
dangers NAFTA poses for a large
group of students. faculty and staff.
Besides addressing the Neville
crowd, he was also the guest lec-
turer for the Socialist-Marxist Lun-
cheon Series Thursday.
Cockburn was born in Scot-
land, but became a U.S. resident in
1973. Since then he has written for
many publications, including
Harpers. Esquire. Atlantic and
American Film. He wrote a regular
column for the Wall Street Journal
and since 1983 has written the
"Beat the Devil- column for The
Nation. He also writes a nationally
syndicated, weekly column for the
Los Angeles Times.
N A E-TA is an economic meth-
od whereby Canada, Mexico and
the United States will have no trade
restrictions. Advocates for this
agreement feel the economy will
benefit as a whole through free
trade. Cockburn said any marginal
gains in the economy will be offset
by the factors unaccounted for in
the bottom line monetary statis-
tics.
As communism crumbled with
the Berlin Wall. came the belief
that an era of stability was on the
way came Cockburn said.
"There was a great deal of chest
pounding and saying we won (by
the advocates of a market econo-
my ).- he said.
To combat this, he pointed out
how much disarray there has been
in Eastern Europe since the fall of
communism. "Expected miracles
have proved to be a figment of the
imagination," he said.
Maine Peace Action Commit-
tee member Ethan Strimling said
"Now the focus is on how commu-
nism has failed, but it isn't hard to
see that the free market is failing."
MPAC was part sponsor to the
lecture by Cockburn.
Cockburn said he does not feel
the anti-NAFTA arguments will
he properly represented by Con-
gress when the agreement is
brought before them for signing.
Sec COCKBURN on page 20
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• UN nuclear inspectors barred from N. Korean facilities
orldBriefs
 
• French president visits Vietnamese battleground
• Possible clan feuding leads to deaths of 24 in ambush
• Nuclear inspection
North Korea bars UN inspectors
1 VIENNA, Austria (AP) — North Korea has denied U.N. nuclear inspectorsaccess to two facilities, prompting the agency to consider taking the unprecedented
step of ordering a special review, an official said Wednesday.
The move could lead to a showdown between North Korea and the Security Council.
Inspectors from the International Atomic Energy Agency have visited North Korea six times
since Communist North Korea agreed in May to allow inspections of its Yongbyon facility.
The complex, 60 miles north of the capital of Pyongyang, is said to comprise more than
100 buildings, including a large laboratory that Western analysts believe could be fitted to
make weapons-grade plutonium.
North Korea has repeatedly denied it has a nuclear weapons program. The agency is
analyzing samples from its visits to try to check North Korea's claims.
Spokesman David Kyd told The Associated Press, however, that North Korea reneged
on promises to grant unrestricted access at Yongbyon. It also denied inspectors entry to two
buildings where nuclear waste is stored.
Kyd didn't specify when the North Koreans blocked the inspectors.
He said the agency's chief, Hans Blix, has consulted with the 35 nations — including
the United States — on the agency's Board of Governors about whether to request a special
inspection.
Western intelligence reports about the two facilities have "aroused our interest," he
said.
A special inspection is expressly requested from the agency rather than negotiated
between the agency and a nation. Kyd said the agency — the United Nations' nuclear
watchdog body -- had never requested a special inspection before.
O Massacre
Ambush kills at least 24
during possible dan feud
3
 
ACAPULCO, Mexico (AP) — At least 24 people
were massacred in an ambush linked to a possible
clan feud in a remote mountain area north of this
Pacific coast resort, police said Wednesday.
About 50 gunmen opened fire on two trucks carrying 4()
family members who were going to a funeral late Tuesday
near the village of Huahuautla, authorities said.
At least 24 passengers in the trucks were killed, police
said.
Police said initial investigations indicate a drug-traffick-
ing dispute or a fight over land rights between two families
may have been behind the massacre, officials said.
Most of the bodies hau as many as 30 bullet wounds, and
some victims were finished off with shots to the head,
officials said. Hundreds of high-powered bullet casings
were found in the area.
The survivors apparently fled, but police have been
unable to locate them. Mountainous areas outside Acapulco
is one of Mexico's leading marijuana-producing regions.
• Ambush
Muslim rebels kill 25
government troopers
4 Mus-lim rebels killed 25 government towers in an ambush,ZAMBOANGA, Phi lippines (AP)-- Suspected 
police said Thursday. It was apparently thc heaviest
govemnient loss fighting the insurgency in recent years.
Police Supt. Indo Ho said the ambush occurned Tuesday near
the town of Tuburan on Basilan Island, about 550 miles south of
Manila.
A witness, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said about
200 rebels opened fire from both sides of a road as the patrol
passed. About 21 marines and four paramilitary militiamen died.
It was not immediately known if there were rebel casualties.
It was the heaviest government loss in a single engagement
against Muslim insurgents in recent years, although accurate
records are unavailable.
Police said they believed the attackers were led by Judail
Jarayin, a local commander of the Moro National Liberation
Front. The front has waged a 20-year battle to establish a Muslim
state in the south.
The insurgency peaked in the late 1970s. Since then, front
units have turned to ban(litry and kidnapping. Jarayin was
arrested in 1989 for kidnapping, hut escaped.
• Healing wounds
Vietnam
HANOI, 
president visits etn
Vietnam (AP) — Seeking to heal old wounds, French Pre ;ident2 Francois Mitterrand made a pilgrimage Wednesday to the battleground where
Vietnamese guerrillas crushed his country's forces. He called the Indochina War a
—;stake.
The visit to Dien Bien Phu, site of a two-month siege in 1954, was the emotional
centerpiece of Mitterrand's historic trip, the first by a Western head of state to Communist
Vietnam.
He later flew to Ho Chi Minh City, which in its former identity as Saigon was once a
French colonial capital.
"French colonialism had to understand the necessity of turning the page," Mitterrand
said after visiting Dien Bien Phu. "I find it satisfying that France is the first Western country
that has come here to show its desire for reconciliation."
The Indochina War "appeared to me to be a mistake," he said.
Mitterrand has been criticized by some veterans at home for visiting Dien Bien Phu.
Major veterans' groups have been supportive, and on Wednesday they welcomed an
announcement from the president's office that he would preside next week at the dedication
of an Indochina War memorial in southern France.
At Dien Bien Phu, Mitterrand visited the underground bunker that houses France's
command post and visted a school built with French funds. He drove along a hilltop dirt road
overlooking the valley where French troops attempted to dig in against a Communist
offensive.
The president said he came to "rethink, to experience that which a Frenchman can feel
when faced with the sacrifice of his compatriots."
WorldDigest
• Israel
Israeli soldiers kill. two
teen-agers in Gaza Strip
5 JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli soldiers in the occu-pied Gaza Strip, reportedly dressed as Arabs, opened
fire Wednesday on Palestinian teen-agers dressed in
military uniforms, killing two of them, the army said.
The shooting came as the army was searching for the
slayers of an Israeli vegetable merchant gunned down the
day before in Gaza. In less than a week, a dozen Palestinians
have been killed in clashes with Israeli troops in the occu-
pied lands.
The army did not say what type of uniforms the teen-
agers were wearing.
The clash, in the village of Zawaydah, occurred when the
soldiers encountered a group of masked activists, the army
said.
The Palestinians, armed with axes and hatchets, threat-
ened the unit's commander and the soldiers opened tire, the
army said.
• Hijacking
Man hijacks German
airliner, flies to US
6
 
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) - A gunman
hijacked a Lufthansa airliner Thursday that was en
route to East Africa and demanded to be flown to the
United States. The plane stopped in northern Germany for
refueling and departed a short while later for John F.
Kennedy Airport in New York, authorities said.
The plane, an Airbus 310 carrying 94 passengers and 10
crew, had left Frankfurt for Cairo, Egypt, and Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, when it was hijacked over Austria. The plane
changed course and landed in Hanover.
After about 90 minutes on the ground, the plane took
off at 1:44 p.m. (7:44 a.m. EST) and headed for New
York, Lufthansa said. Such a flight generally takes about
8 hours.
It appeared no one was allowed off the plane in Hanover.
No injuries were reported and the nationality of the hijacker
was not known
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• Organization
New video club looks for creative members
By Matt Wickenhesier
Staff Writer
A niche in the University of Maine cre-
ativity department is being filled by a new
organization — a video club.
Kyle Rankin and John Dillenbeck are
trying to open avenues for students who
want to express themselves on video, but
may not want to pursue a career in broadcast
journalism.
"I can't think of a more pervasive medi-
um than video," Dillenbeck said.
Rankin had been working with video for
eight years, having a variety show on his
high school's TV station and winning "Best
student video" in the Maine Student Film
and Video Festival two years in a row.
Rankin approached Dillenbeck after see-
ing some of the work he had done in a video
production class.
"I knew there were others out there like
me," he said.
The two came up with a working concept
of what the club should be, talked with Steve
Craig, associate professor of journalism &
mass communication, and brought their ideas
to the General Student Senate.
The club will receive no money from the
senate for a year. During this time, they are
on probation of sorts. If they exist for a year,
then they can request money.
Dillenbeck said the club's members will
be camera people, producer/directors, edi-
tors, set and prop designers-- anybody who
was willing to learn and experiment.
The club will also be working closely
with the theater department. Rankin said
they would provide tapes to any actors who
worked in productions, to act as resumes.
Dillenbeck said the club will be produc-
ing "anything and everything."
"We don't want to put any limits on
anyone," he said.
Documentaries, music videos, comic
skits, dramas—whatever students envision.
Rankin sees the club as a forum for the
exchange of information. In one of the first
meetings, students learned how to use the
editing systems.
"No one should be intimidated at all,
there's definitely no experience necessary,"
Rankin said.
The members will see then own ideas
realized, and help others to do the same
"Everyone in the group will further them-
selves, with help from everyone else,"
Rankin said.
Rankin and Dillenbeck see possibly a
screening, and perhaps the production of a
Steven King screenplay as projects for the
future.
The club meets on Tuesdays, in 107 Lord
Hall, at 7 p.m. All are welcome.
"We're very laid back, we don't want to
stifle anyone's creativity,- Rankin said.
Are You
Playing the Numbers Game?
National Condom Week February 10 16
Lower the risk of HIV/AIDS by using a condom and
reducing the number of sexual partners.
Have
Condom
S nse.
IR nicks, t to you
National Condom \Vock C,ommittee.
Earn.‘taine AIDS Network
CI11- 5 I : Irlurmirt Sexuality,
-,Stlident 1ic,A1t11 Service,
J)ccr I .duc,)!,,, Progr
pus SI I \I1'
 0
John Dillenbeck (I) and Kyle Rankin stand with the tools of the video trade.
(Wickenhieser photo.)
Live On The Edge.
Push yourself to the brink of your mental
and physical limits, two days a month and two
weeks a year. Serve with the Army National
Guard elite in an Adventure Training Unit. And
put it all on the line for the thrill of a lifetime.
To find out more, call your local Maine
Army National Guard recruiter.
942-7667
1-800-462-3101
MAINE
Ainoicals At ra74 eir Best
On a wind-chilled, but sunny, afternoon,
Lindi Kirby sits in her dorm room fighting
off hex first American cold.
Kirby is the University of Melbourne's
first exchange student to attend the Univer-
sity of Maine. An exchange student from
UMaine attended her school last year, and
that's when she became interested in the
program.
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• Profile
Australian exchange student enjoys life up north
University of Melbourne exchange student Lindi Kirby. (VVickenheiser photo.)
By Margaret Rogers It's a great opportunity. I always want-
Staff Writer ed to travel, but I didn't know when I'd get
the chance," she said.
After r, 19-hour flight last month, stop-
ping in Hawaii, Los Angeles, Newark and
finally Bangor, Kirby spent her first day in
Maine without luggage (it arrived 24 hours
later). Shrugging it off she said with a smile,
"Things could have been worse."
With a positive and laid-back attitude,
Kirby has few expectations about UMaine.
"About all I expected when I came here
LOOKING
FOR AN OFF-CAMPUS
ENVIRONMENT IN AN
ON-CAMPUS LOCATION?
York Village Sign-Up Information Sessions will be taking place on:
•Monday, February 15, 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. York Cafe
For those interested in moving to York Village next year
•Illiesday, February 16,7:30 - 8:30 p.m. York Cafe
For those interested in returning to York Village next year
York Village offers six
person apartment units
and optional meal plans.
Questions??? Please call South Campus Office at 581-3716.
was to be cold, and I haven't been disap-
pointed on that," she said.
Kirby, a junior, is a survey engineering
major and will complete her five-year degree
next year at the University of Melbourne.
With a 16-hour time difference between
Orono and Australia, she is unable to go
home for a weekend to see her family.
"We (international students) keep being
told about the stages of homesickness, but I
haven't felt particularly homesick. I talk to
Mom and Dad and my boyfriend in Austra-
lia quite often," she said. "The phone just
brings you close."
The most difficult adjustments she's had
to make pertain to the weather. Since Aus-
tralia's located in the Southern Hemisphere,
the stars and moon are lined up differently
and a South wind is usually blowing instead
of the North wind usually felt in Maine.
"Things are really strange here," she said.
The seasons in Maine are also opposite
to what she's used to. Normally, Kirby would
be on her summer break right now, which
lasts from the end of November to the begin-
ning of March. The snow is a bit over-
whelming for her as well.
"There's no snow in Australia. You might
get one snowstorm every couple of years,
but that's it," she said. "In Melbourne, the
winters are wet, miserable and cloudy."
The constant overcast in Melbourne is
partly due to smog, she said.
"It's cold here in Maine, but the sky is
incredibly blue," she said.
Kirby shares a dorm room with a student
from Millinocket, Maine, who, she said,
helps her to avoid Australian slang that
Americans wouldn't understand.
"There are a lot of phrases I use that she
won't recognize. It's more often that I say
something that people don't understand be-
cause of the large amount of American tele-
viskin shown in Australia," she said.
Kirby learned some American phrases
by watching such shows as, "Beverly Hills
90210," "The Oprah Winfrey Show" and
"Donahue."
When Kirby's roommate gave her a
watch for her birthday last month, she decid-
ed not to throw her old one away. Instead she
hangs it on her bulletin board, set to Austra-
lian time, helping her to remember what
time of day (or night) it is when she makes
those long distance calls home.
Another memory she hangs on her wall
is a blown-up aerial photograph of her
parents' country home located two
-and-
one-half hours outside Of Melbourne. With
neighbors no closer than a mile away, the
post-card setting with green rolling hills
and acres of farm land is enough to make
anyone homesick.
Although Maine's beautiful landscape is
similar to Kirby's home, she's slowly notic-
ing subtle differences in the cultures.
"The rate of pay is higher for waitresses in
Melbourne, so a tip isn't expected," she said.
"Taxi drivers, especially, don't get tipped."
Some other differences she's noticed in-
clude a taste difference in (supermarket-
bought) bread. American bread is very sweet,
whereas Australian bread is made from whole
grains. According to Kirby American money
is also very different from Australian money.
"The bills are different sizes and differ-
ent colors in Australia. I still have to stop and
read the American money. It feels like play
money," she said.
So far, Kirby has really enjoyed her stay
in America and plans to travel around the
country and possibly to Canada this summer.
"I'm just going to take my backpack and
go, no definite plans," she said.
She has already met ne friends who have
offered her a place to stay during her travels,
which she said she'll definitely keep in mind
"Living in residence has helped me to
meet people," she said. "I like talking about
Australia, and most people are really inter-
ested where I've been and what I've been
doing. It's been great so far."
Sunnite 1993
Ten Reasons to Consider
Summer Session
• Take classes at night and work during the day.
• Clarify your educational goals.
• improve your chances for a promotion or a better job.
• Expand your expertise in a given area.
• Fulfill requirements for graduate study.
• Do an internship or co-op ed field experience.
• Explore other areas of interest.
• Concentrate on a required or difficult course.
• Lighten your Fall or Spring course load.
• Meet new people.
For a 1993 Summer Smion Catalog (including May term)
atop by the Summer Session Office in Chadbourne Han,
call 581-3142 or mail coupon below
Catalogs available March 1.
E
I University of Maine
NAME
Clip and Mail to:
i STREET ADDRESS
LIITY OR TOWN
University of Maine Summer 1991 i
5713 Chadbourne Hall I
Orcato, Maine 04469-5713 I
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• Campus Politics
Faculty Senate confronts UMaine issues
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
University of Maine faculty, like stu-
dents, need a forum to discuss issues and
ideas which require attention. This is pro-
vided through the Faculty Senate.
The senate, comprised of 40 faculty mem-
bers, meets twice each month to tackle issues.
The first meeting, attended only by elect-
ed senators, is used to "talk about things that
are of concern to the faculty," Steven Reil-
ing, president of the senate, said.
This meeting, called a elected-members-
only meeting, was described by Reiling as a
"caucus for the faculty."
No legislation is brought before the sen-
ate during this meeting, only concerns fac-
ulty may have expressed to the elected sen-
ators are presented.
Ideas expressed during this meeting, can
be springboards for possible agenda items for
the full senate meeting the next week, he said.
The disptribution of Faculty Senate is deter-
mined by the number of faculty in each college.
"For example, if a college has 20 percent
of the faculty within the college, they have
20 perc, nt of the senators," Reiling said.
The only stipulation is that two sena-
tors represent the UMaine Cooperative
Extension.
With the apportionment determined, deans
of the various colleges are notified of openings
during the spring semester. Only a third of the
entire senate is elected at any one time "so we
can have some continuity,' Reiling said.
Once nominations have been returned,
each college then holds elections at various
times during the semester. The elected sen-
ators are then reported to the Faculty Senate
before July 1, when terms expire.
The other officers, the secretary and the
president, are elected separately. Any facul-
ty on a tenure track who have been at UMaine
for two years is eligible.
The president-elect also serves as a vice
president, then assumes the presidency the
next year.
Senators serve on one of five standing
committees—Academic Affairs, Institution-
al Development, University Environment,
Research and Public Service, and a Corn-
• Death
Construction company
aquitted in manslaughter case
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — A New
Hampshire construction company was
found innocent Thursday in the 1989 death
of a worker in Brunswick.
American Steel Erectors Inc. of Green-
field, N.H.. had been charged in the death
of Daniel J. Martin of Bangor for filling to
take adequate safety precautions.
The company did not use safety nets or
lines when Martin, 32, fell 36 feet from the
roof of a building he was helping construct
on Bath Iron Works property.
American Steel Erectors had been cited
three times for violating Occupational Safe-
ty and Health Administration rules requir-
ing safety nets or lines, including one cita-
tion six days before Martin's fatal fall.
The jury of nine men and three women
deliberated about five hours Wednesday
afternoon and Thursday morning before
determining that the company was inno-
cent of criminal wrongdoing.
What do you want to happen on Maine Day 93?
Don't be a closet cynic. Help us in planning
Call 581-31%.
Last Minute Specials!
Complete
CANCUN. MEXICO *ilkiiijiw Package!
Downtown $499- $399
Lagoon $549 $429
Beach Moderate $5a1- $469
Beach Superior $62T $499
Margarita
Fiesta Inn
Aristos
Calinda
Casa Maya
Oasis
Beach Deluxe $649 $529
Beach Deluxe $64ks $569
Only 25 seats left from Boston!!,
CALL NOW! 1-800-328-SAVE
Take A Break Student Travel
725 BvIston Street
Boston. MA 02116
"New England's Largest Spring Break Company!
mittee on Committees.
The standing committees, Reiling said,
play a major role in formulating resolutions.
"The standing committees actually do
the research on a particular resolution for the
whole senate to vote on," Reiling said.
"President of the senate usually turns the
discussion of the resolution over to the chair
of the committee because they've done the
homework on the issue," he said.
The chairs of all the standing committees
except the Committee on Committees serve
on an Executive Council. The president,
president-elect/vice president, the secretary
and the faculty representative to the Board
of Trustees are also members.
The Executive Council serves two func-
tions, Reiling said. The council is responsi-
ble for setting the agenda for the monthly
meeting, with the elected officers having the
most responsibility.
The Executive Council is also used as a
sounding board between meetings.
"They (Executive Council) advise me on
certain issues and help to rectify issues be-
tween meetings," Reiling said.
The Committee on Committees, unlike
the other standing committees, has only one
task—recruting members to fill administra-
tive committees.
One member from each college serves
on this committee, Reiling said. The com-
mittee then tries to recruit faculty from col-
leges needing representation on the various
administrative committees.
"It's difficult to recruit faculty to serve
on the committees," Reiling said, "but I, at
this point, don't have a better alternative."
• Accountant
Officers seize
• •
nussmg
man's money
BANGOR, Maine (AP) — Federa!lffi-
cials announced Thursday that they will
seize money owed to Roderick Hotham, a
Bangor accountant who has been missing
since last fall and who faces several federal
fraud and money laundering charges.
The officials alleged that Hotham fund-
ed a $300,000 personal loan to McIntosh
College in Dover, N.H., with criminally-
obtained funds.
"Federal authorities wish to make it
clear that the criminal investigation cen-
tered on the activities of Hotham," a state-
ment from the U.S. attorneys of Maine and
New Hampshire, the FBI and others said.
"The forfeiture action will not affect the
operations of the college and merely re-
quires McIntosh College to make its month-
ly loan repayments to the United States
government instead of Hothara."
The FBI is searching for Hotham, who
disappeared Sept. 16, leaving behind a wife
and three young children.
Hotham. 38, was the former owner of the
now-defunct Durham Trust Co. bank in New
Hampshire.
A federal indictment handed down in
November charges that he engaged in vari-
ous schemes to defraud five federally in-
sured financial institutions: Key Bank of
Maine; Eastern Maine Medical Center Fed-
eral Credit Union of Bangor; Fleet Bank of
Maine; Durham Trust Co.; and Union Trust
Co. of Ellsworth.
I Financial Aid
I Applications are here!
a
I
Available at. these locations:
Fogler Library, Memorial Union, Business Office.
Student Aid Office & Acadia Hall
i
ACT NOW!
March 1 priority filing date-
-
time s a wastin'
Information Sessions
Student Aid Advisors will be available at the
following times to answer questions about
applying for financial aid for the 1993-94 year:
Tuesday, February 9
Thursday, February 11
Monday, February 15
Wednesday, February 17
Friday. February 19
Bangor Lounge
Bangor Lounge
Bangor Lounge
FFA Room
FFA Room
3:30-4:30pm
6:00-7:00pm
6:00-7:00pm
6:00-7:00pm
3:30-4:30pm
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• Radio
'Frenchie'
resigns after
uproar
PORTLAND, Maine (Al') —The man
who plays "Frenchie," a controversial
character on a Portland radio station, said
yesterday morning that he's quitting his
comedy act.
Ernie Gagne said he's quitting be-
cause the recent uproar over his portrayal
of a stupid Franco-American is ruining
his business and personal life.
"As I value my career and privacy
above my hobby of being an amateur
comedian. I have decided to withdraw my
services and contributions to the WBLM
morning program. effective immediate-
ly," Gagne, 34, said in alive statement on
the Portland FM radio station this morn-
ing.
Several groups have complained that
the Frenchie character, which has been
featured on WBLM for seven years, rein-
forces a stereotype that Franco-Ameri-
cans are stupid and have circulated peti-
tions as part of a campaign to force the
station to drop the character.
Gagne said he considered his routine
"innocent somewhat self-deprecating
humor, of the type popular among ethnic
gawps and widely seen on TV and in
,:iimedy clubs everywhere."
Station officials said Frenchic had lots
of fans and that no one complained until
recently. The station has an estimated
188,000 listeners in Maine, New Hamp-
shire and Massachusetts.
Before today, WBLM had kept the
identity of Frenchie a secret, saying only
that he was a Franco-American who vol-
unteered his time at the station.
Gagne said he lost his anonymity to
reporters who tracked him down and both-
ered him at work and at home in the
Lewiston-Auburn area.
Earlier this week, members of the
Association Canado-Americaine held a
meeting in Lewiston to discuss "French-
and to gather signatures on petitions
requesting WBLM to take the character
off the air.
Take-Out Service
Banquet Facilities
Gift Certificates
By Elizabeth Edwarsen
Associated Press Writer
• On-the'-job safety
Program. seeks to reduce injuries
tanning companies, textile nulls and stores
He said several major employers, 411
cuding Bath Iron Works, Boise Cascade
Great Northern PaperBowater and Han-
naford Brothers have already expressed en
thusiasm for the program.
Chester Matthews, director of safeh
health and environmental protection for Bath
Iron Works Corp., applauded the program in
a statement released by OSHA. "This af-
fords a method by which OSHA can work
with right-thinking employers in a non-ad
versarial manner," he said.
Freeman said that OSHA's major in
spections take months to conduct and the
program could help the agency improve
conditions at many more workplaces.
"We hope to have a much more far-
reaching impact with the resources that we
do have now," he said.
Meanwhile, a new report from state la-
bor officials said the rate of job
-related
injuries and illnesses among Maine workers
declined in 1991 in every major industry to
the lowest level since 1983.
A total of 34,881 job-related injuries and
illnesses were recorded during the year in
Maine, 11,107 fewer cases than were re-
corded the previous year, according to OS H A
figures cited by the state Labor Department.
State Labor Commissioner Charles Mor-
rison said a decline in the injury rate is
typical during a recession.
of work missed due to those illnesses and
injuries was 107 percent greater than the
national average, said Freeman.
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) Reducing "These numbers represent a social cost
Maine's comparatively high level of on-the- of pain and suffering by the affected work-
job injuries and illnesses is the aim of a pilot ers and their families. They also reflect a
program involving 200 Maine businesses, significant burden for the business commu-
federal workplace safety officials said. nity," he said in a letter to the employers
The pilot program, which will be consid- chosen for the program.
ered for a possible national program, will The 200 companies were being notified
give the 200 companies the option of volun- this week that they had been selected for the
tarily conducting their own inspections and program. They will be given the option of
coming up with plans to address safety prob- participating voluntarily, which would mean
lems, said C. William Freeman, the Maine taking a close look at their workplaces,
area director for the federal Occupational including specific plants' injury records,
Safety and Health Administration, and developing "action plans" to address
"The program was designed to focus safety problems.
OSHA's resources on establishments where Those companies that choose not to par-
our information indicates the largest num- ticipate will undergo OSHA compliance in-
her of serious injuries and illnesses are oc- spections, leaving them open to enforcement
curring," said Freeman on Wednesday. actions and possible fines for any violations.
"The goal of the program is to reduce the The 200 companies were selected based
number of workplace injuries and illness in on the volume of workers' compensation
Maine while giving employers the maxi- claims filed against them. They employ 30
mum opportunity to address the issues and percent of Maine's work force and experi-
impact of safety and health in their facilities ence 45 percent of the state's lost workdays
voluntarily." for job-related injuries and illnesses, said
Maine has one of the worst records in the Freeman.
country when it comes to job-related inju- Freeman refused to release the list of the
ries and illnesses, said Freeman. 200 companies, saying public disclosure could
In 1990, Maine's workplace injury and compromise the pilot program. But he said it
illness rate was 63 percent greater than the inclucded a wide variety of employers, in-
nation's as a whole, and the number of days chiding paper mills, hospitals, nursing homes,
• Higher education
Plan to increase enrollment at
Bowdoin draws mixed reaction
BRUNSWICK. Maine (AP) — Students
at Bowdoin College say a plan to increase
enrollment by 35 students a year for four
years will change the private liberal arts
college's "small" appeal.
The proposal to increase enrollment from
1,4.00 to a peak of 1,540 may not seem like
much to outsiders, but it's enough to create
emotional exchanges on campus.
"If they increase the size, it may not be the
same Bowdoin that I chose.- said Thomas
Finest
Oriental Cuisine
Since 1979
IRESTAtilt ANT & LOUPIOC
Delivery to Campus • Eat In • Take-Out
Bangor Mai. Bouse‘,arci, next to trle Cnema
Banor, Maine
947-6969 •
•BEER IMPORTS•SELECTION•WINTER BEERS 'BEER IMPORTS',,LE,
as BEVERAGE WAREHOUSE F-;1
cc 7 Oak Street • Orono, Maine 5w1-- 
:z 866-2533 or 1-800-698-9450 (NEW)
*
"Beer Imports from Around the World" 2
z -I
a Boone 's Farm- all flavors $1.99
iz
:.) Michelob 12oz bottles $3.25 a 6-pack or co
TIll m
_i $12.99 a case (limited supply) 734".."
• S11:10dIAJI ?:1339. 91338 1131NIMeN011-3313S•SillOdINI k1339.
73
Leung, a freshman from Mahawah, NJ., who
said he chose to attend Bowdoin because of
its national reputation — and its size.
A September 1992 study by David Vail
and Andreas Ortmann, professors of eco-
nomics, indicated that a "carefully planned
and well-executed expansion represents a
significant opportunity to reduce operating
costs per student."
Increasing the student body by 10 per-
cent and the faculty by 5 percent would add
between $300,000 and $600,000 to the op-
erating budget.
"The most prominent argument against
incrhsing the size of Bowdoin is the con-
cern about the faculty-student ratio and the
potential loss of the sense of communit
But I feel that is very unlikely with a small
increase," said Craig McEwen, professor of
sociology and anthropology.
Dean of Admissions Richard Steele said the
quality of students wouldn't be hurt by such an
expansion. He said there is an overflow of
outstanding students who could fill the extra
140 slots over the course of four to six years
Still, the effects of growth on academn.
quality, class size and the sense of commun
ty at the college cannot be predicted as accu-
rately as the financial impact, said Richard
Squire, a senior from Rocky River. Ohio.
Wekeela
RFD 1 Box 275 Rte. 219 Canton. maim G4221
Tel. 207.224.7878 Fax. 207.224.7999
Maine Camp Staff Positions
Wekeela is one of Amenca's premiere co-ed residential summer camps, located on the shores
cif Beau Pond, in the rural community of Hartford, Maine. Over 65 activities are offered to young peoPkages 6-16. Campers attend 4 or 8 weeks and come from 26 states and 16 foreign
S Departmexead 
woollies. We have 110staff members and 225 campers. Our campus is oortsidered to be among the most beautiful and offers stateof the art facilities.
We are currently accepting applications for key administrative positions and specialtyteaching/coaching areas These areas include athletics, tennis, competitive swimming, gymnastics.
For 
os. l
everal u H and Group C°4/rdinallw Pitions need to be filled for 1993
waterskiing, boating, ivoodworking. dance, mimic, drama, creative arts, pottery, ropes and outdoor wildernesseducation Wekeela seeks proven instructors who are committed to te-aching excellence in their field.
are also openings on our kitchen and maintenance staff. Our season rum from June 17 to August 21 .more information and a full application manual please contact our winter office. 
Camp Wekeela
Winter Office
Don't delay as our top positions fell quickly. Columbus. OH 43209
130 S Merkle Rd
f taexl (( 614) 235 3617719
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• Economic plan
Clinton's economic plan likely to involve higher taxes
SOUTHFIELD, Mich. (AP) — Presi-
dent Clinton looked straight into the camera
and braced Americans to get ready to dig
into their wallets.
"I wish! could promise you that I won't
ask you to pay any more," he told a nation-
ally broadcast town meeting.
But it was a promise he wouldn't make.
The overriding message from Wednes-
day night's hour-long program was that the
middle class — along with the wealthy and
corporations — probably will be hit with
higher taxes in the economic plan he'll un-
veil next Wednesday.
"I cannot tell you that I won't ask you to
make any contribution to the changes we
have to make," said Clinton, who as a
campaigner had promised tax cuts — not
increases — for the middle class. He said the
deficit was far worse than he'd thought.
Three weeks into his presidency, Clinton
was back in a campaign-mode, relaxed and
confident in a television studio as he an-
swered questions from a live audience in
this Detroit suburb and from questioners
hooked up by satellite in Seattle, Miami and
Atlanta.
An early question about the economy
brought him off his stool and he stayed on
his feet for most of the program. He seemed
to relish his return to the television format he
used as a candidate to reach directly into
Americans' living rooms.
"We're back out here," said Clinton
media adviser Paul Begala, who accompa-
nied the president on his first trip on Air
Force One. "This is where we should be."
Though far from Washington, Clinton
did not escape controversies that have shak-
en the early days of his administration.
Two questioners challenged him on lift-
ing the ban on homosexuals in the military.
Clinton said he understood why some peo-
ple opposed his policy but he did not retreat
from it. He said he wished the issue had not
come up so soon in his administration.
• Capital punishment
Vietnam vets rally to help killer
MIAMI (AP) — A killer's bid to stave
off execution by claiming he was a victim of
lingering battlefield trauma has stirred fel-
low Vietnam veterans and focused attention
on what's known as post-traumatic stress
disorder.
On Jan. 30, Gov. Lawton Chiles blocked
the execution of Larry Joe Johnson for the
1979 slaying of a 67-year-old gas station
attendant.
The governor wanted to review the case,
including experts' arguments that Johnson's
actions were brought on by Vietnam-caused
mental problems. It was the first time in the
two years since Chiles took office that he
granted a stay of execution; four executions
have taken place in that time.
The governor's office has reported a
barrage of calls and mail about the case from
veterans groups and others. Calls were run-
ning 3-to-1 against clemency, while letters
were running 3-to-2 in favor, said John
Currie, director of the agency that handles
the calls and letters.
Among those rallying to Johnson's de-
fense are many Vietnam veterans, some of
whom support the death penalty in general.
"It's sort of like his body survived Viet-
nam, but his mind didn't, and now they are
trying to put his body where his mind is,"
said Scott Camil, a Gainesville veteran and
antiwar activist. "Society has a right to be
protected from him, but his honorable ser-
vice and condition that resulted from that
service should count for something."
Prosecutor Jerry Blair, himself a Viet-
nam veteran, is among those who say John-
son is using his Vietnam service as an ex-
cuse. He said of Johnson's defense, "It is
demeaning to suggest that because you
served in Vietnam, you are a walking time
bomb just waiting to explode and take some-
one's life."
The prosecutor said post-traumatic stress
disorder may be a valid defense in some
cases, but Johnson spent his Vietnam tour as
a Navy construction worker and hasn't pro-
duced evidence of any traumatic combat
experiences.
"It's almost 14 years after the murder,"
Blair said. "Larry Johnson has danced to the
music, and now it's time to pay the fiddler."
However, psychologists testifying for
Johnson said exposure to the herbicide Agent
Orange and a National Guard accident with
a smoke grenade in 1974 could have aggra-
vated the disorder in Johnson.
The debate comes too late for David
Funchess, another Vietnam veteran who
blamed his combat experiences for his
crimes. Funchess was executed in 1986 for
a 1974 double murder.
"David had a classic case of post-trau-
matic stress disorder, very extreme," said
Jeff Thompson, a lawyer and Vietnam vet-
eran who represented Funchess. "At the
time, post-traumatic stress disorder was
much newer and less understood, and the
political climate was less favorable to ex-
ploring the situation."
PTSD wasn't included in the American
Psychiatric Association's diagnostic manu-
al until 1980, so it couldn't be used as a
defense in the trials of Johnson and Funch-
ess, who was believed to be the first veteran
diagnosed with PTSD to be executed.
Symptoms can include increased aggres-
sion, abnormally quick responses of rage and
episodes in which the victims acts withou
control while reliving a traumatic experience
GIB'S DRIVING
StjHOLOL
If you have a Maine I)rivers Permit and would like further driver's
Instruction, a pre-road test or use of a vehicle for a road test call and leave a
message. We now offer The Maine Motorcycle Safety Education Course!
Call 862-6700.
•
On another touchy subject, a 'A ()man in
Atlanta inquiring about his programs for
child-care mentioned the subject of "nan-
ny-gate" — the furor over illegal aliens in
domestic positions that sank the nomination
of Zoe Bain, and the consideration of Kim-
ba Wood for attorney general.
Clinton said "you'd be amazed" how
many potential nominees did not know they
had to withhold Social Security taxes on any
employee they had paid $50over three months.
A woman in Miami challenged his retreat
from a promise to lift restrictions on Haitian
refugees. He said he feared the loss of lives if
thousands of Haitians took to the seas.
Clinton said he already could see "how
easy it is for a president to get out of touch,
to be caught up in the trappings of Washing-
ton, and basically to be told by people that
nothing needs to be changed or you can't
change things."
He promised "to try to stay in touch with
you this whole four years so that you can
honestly tell me what you think."
In a sharply worded warning to Europe-
an trading partners, Clinton said, "I am not
going to roll over and play dead" as Amer-
ica's aviation industry falters. "Either the
Europeans are going to have to quit subsi-
dizing Airbus and trying to deny us access to
those contracts ... or we're going to have to
meet the competition."
The audience told the president of hard-
ships and pain.
One man whose son was killed in an
argument over a leather jacket pleaded for
Clinton to help get rid of illegal handguns.
The president endorsed Virginia Gov.
Douglas Wilder's plan to limit handgun
purchases to one a month, and he called
anew for a waiting period for handgun pur-
chases.
A young woman said she couldn't get
health insurance because she suffered from
lupus. Clinton said he wanted to make it
illegal to exclude people from coverage.
• Military
Board tries to kick gay sailor out
SEATTLE (AP) — A sailor who sought
to suspend formal action against homosexual
service members until President Clinton lifts
the military ban on homosexuals was recom-
mended for discharge Wednesday.
An administrative naval board said that
Petty Officer 2nd Class Mark Philips should
be discharged for being homosexual, his law-
yer Jett Whioner said.
Philips, 22, contended in a federal lawsuit
that his rights to free speech and equal protec-
tion would be violated if the military proceed-
ed with its efforts to discharge him.
U.S. District Judge William Dwyer re-
fused Tuesday to halt discharge proceedings.
If Navy officials in Washington, D.C.,
approve the discharge recommendation, Phil-
ips could be removed from active duty by the
end of the month, losing all pay, medical
benefits, and meal and housing privileges.
Last month, Clinton temporarily suspend-
ed the formal discharge of homosexuals from
the military and ordered that new recruits no
longer be asked if they are gay.
In a compromise with opponents, Clinton
agreed to allow discharge proceedings to con-
tinue for service members who have acknowl-
edged they're homosexual, with final dis-
charges suspended until a decision is made on
the ban in July. In the interim those processed
for discharge would be put on standby re-
serve.
In Philips' case, the judge ruled no evi-
dence existed to indicate placing Philips on
standby reserve would irreparably harm his
military career.
Philips, who has served four years in the
Navy, was transferred from the USS Nimitz
to Naval Station Puget Sound in Seattle after
he disclosed his sexual orientation in Novem-
ber.
Philips said he was disappointed but not
surprised by the Navy recommendation. The
Navy, he said, operates under a double stan-
dard when it comes to enforcing rules govern-
ing sexual orientation and sexual misconduct.
"They are treating me to the letter of the
law, but this is sure moving a lot faster than the
Tailhook investigation went along," he said.
"The (Tailhook servicemen) committed sex-
ual misconduct crimes and I haven't."
In the 1 ailhook scandal, 26 women claimed
they were sexually assaulted when they wen:
pushed through a gauntlet of drunken Marine
and Navy aviators at a convention in Las
Vegas in 1991.
Our Annual Valentine's
Jewelry Sale
25% to 50% off
All Jewelry, Hair Accessories,
Watches, Sunglasses, and Beads
Sale Ends February 21st.
THE G1:2A661-10PPE1:2 6110 ID
ONE WEs-r MARKET SQUARE,
DOWNTOWN BANGOR
OPEN EVERYDAY • 945-3132
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• Women in the Curriculum
•
er stresses holistic approach to viewing history
By Wendy E.
Copson
Staff Writer
Women's history found
a voice in Jacqueline Jones,
professor of American Civ-
ilization at Brandeis University in Massa-
chusetts.
On Wednesday, Jones came to share
some of her knowledge at a Women in the
Curriculum Series lecture at the Bangor
Lounge in the Memorial Union.
"Integrating American Women's Histo-
ry: Avoiding Race and Sex Segregation"
was the title of the lecture, the fourth in a
series of 13.
Jones began her undergraduate work at
the University of Delaware in 1966 when
there was little written on the subject of
women's history.
"I was interested in the experience of
women in history. It was an area that I felt
needed attention," Jones said.
Emphasizing a holistic approach to his-
tory, Jones spoke of the need to view history
not just in terms of women's history, men's
history, the history of blacks or the poor, but
as one.
Throughout the discussion, Jones sum-
marized the state of women's historiogra-
phy in the areas of women in reform, women
and the origins of the welfare state, lesbian
history, women in the work place and black
women and ethnicity.
Jones told the audience that in the defin-
ing moments of history, women were in-
volved as well as men. In the separate sphere
at home women played an important role,
socializing the children who would grow up
ily, from Slavery to the Present which won
the Bancroft Prize in History.
For her dissertation at the Universit,of
Wisconsin at Madison, Jones wrote about
women teachers during the Civil War.
"The Civil War was an important polit-
ical event and women were more a part of
the conflict than people recognized," Jones
said. "The women I studied had not stayed
"Let's get away from history that is based on
large movements. Let's look at everyday life
and women's part in it."
—Jacqueline Jones
to be part of the labor force and other parts
of society.
"Let's get away from history that is based
on the large movements, let's look at every
day life and women's part in it," Jones said.
Jones found as a professor of American
women's history at Wellesley College that
her students knew very little about black
women's history. This experience motivat-
ed her to write Labor of Love, Labor of
Sorrow: Black Women, Work and the Fam-
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home tending the fires..."
Speaking of the changing views of histo-
rians, Jones suggested we have come to a
threshold.
"Historians are seeing that the bound-
aries separating public and domestic life are
not as strict. We are finished with a time
when women are segregated from the study,"
Jones said. Now there is more of a holistic
approach where men and women are in the
history books, proposed Jones.
Studying how race and class distinctions
play a part in women's history Jones showed
how women are a big part of reform. Seek-
ing aid and refuge from abusive relation-
ships and poverty, women have been selec-
tive about the services they use.
Women have also been a part of reaL
tionary political movements. In the 1920s
the WKKK(Women of the Ku Klux Klan)
women took a position as equals to their
male counterparts.
Explaining the role of women on the
dome.:.tic front of the Civil War, Jones cited
the many letters of the women of the confer'
eracy who wrote to the government urging
the return of their husbands.
In one such letter, a mother explained
she needed her husband home because, upon
rendering discipline to her little daughter
she had grabbed the daughter's arm only to
realize the child was starving.
Regarding the issue of social welfare Jones
said there has been too much focus on Fran-
klin D. Roosevelt and the Congress of 1930.
"We must look at the progressive era and
the women who began the movement," Jones
said.
Concerned about the status of immi-
grants and women in prisons, women's char-
ity work encouraged women to think also of
the gimeral welfare of families.
Although much progress has been made,
Jones lamented our political discourse is
still mired in the traditional views of men.
She was also concerned her most recent
book The Dispossessed: Americas Under-
classes from the Civil War to the Present
will not be reviewed by important women's
history forums because the word 'women'
does not appear on the cover and the photo
chosen for the cover de/fiets a black man.
• Still going...
4-4- v. 
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Buttafuoco case reopened
MINEOLA, N.Y. (AP) — Prosecutors
reopened their investigation of Joey Butta-
fuoco after a former employee came for-
ward to back Amy Fisher's claim that she
and Buttafuoco had had an affair.
Nassau County prosecutors previously
discounted the teen-ager's allegations of
statutory rape and decided in October not to
present them to a grand jury.
Fisher alleged she and Buttafuoco began
an affair in 1991 a month before she turned
17, the age of consent in New York. Butta-
fuoco, 37, denies having sex with the girl.
The alleged "Long Island Lolita" is
serving a five to 15
-year prison sentence
for shooting Buttafuoco's wife, Mary Jo,
last May.
A former employee of Buttafuoco's has
come forward to say Buttafuoco boasted of
an affair with Fisher in 1991, Edward Grilli,
a spokesman for District Attorney Denis
Dillon, said Wednesday.
George Nessler, 34, who worked at But-
tafuoco' s auto body shop from 1989 to 1991,
said that Buttafuoco confided that he'd had
sex with the teen, according to a law en-
forcement source, who spoke on the condi-
tion of anonymity.
Dillon will decide in a few days whether
to present the allegations to a grand jury
Buttafuoco's lawyer, Marvyn Kornberg.
questioned Nessler's credibility, claiming
he was fired from Buttafuoco's auto body
shop in July 1991 for heroin use.
"Anyone who comes out of the wood-
work claiming to have new information,
knowing what has been going on for the past
10 months, and volunteers it first to Gerald°.
has got to be out of touch with reality
Komberg said.
Fisher's lawyer, Eric Naiburg, called th,
turn of events "very rewarding."
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Cut on
the -limn
NYC National Opera to
perform 'Carmen' at MCA
Carmen was determined to live her life
to the fullest, surrounded by admirers, and
embraced even in the arms of death.
On Wedresday, Feb 17, the Maine
Center for the Arts audience will be given
the opportunity to experience the Gyp-
sies' life when the New York City Opera's
National Company performs George Bi-
zet's best-known opera "Carmen."
The compnay's orchestra will inter-
pret the score with mezzo-soprano Reve-
ka Mavrovitis in the title role and tenor
Dennis McNeil as the jealous Don Jose.
Next week's performance, beginning at
8 p.m., will be sung in French with English
supertitles projected above the stage.
Mezzo-soprano Reveka IVlavrovitis
will sing the title role in Carmen.
(File photo.)
Air Force Brass Trumpets
Liberty at Lord Hall
The Colonial Brass Quintet of the U.S.
Air Force Band of Liberty will present a
recital on Thursday, Feb 18. The free
performance begins at 7:30 p.m. in 120
Lord Hall.
The% ensemble has received acclaim
throughout the Northeast. Each member
has performed with various military and
civilian bands and orchestras throughout
the United States and Europe.
The five musicians from Hanscom Air
Force Base in Bedford, Mass., sport a rep-
ertoire ranging from the Renaissance to
20th century music. The performance will
include works from composers such as J. S.
Bach, Giovanni Gabrielli and Alec Wilder.
The Colonial Brass Quintet performs
Thursday. (File photo.)
• Art in action
• Books by Brooks: Lindy flies from the bookshelf
• Two movies covered for the price of one
• Weekend invasion of Canada in progress
Students make work out of play
By Jody Myers
Staff Writer
As curtains slowly close at the end of a
show, the audience is left clapping for char-
acters that have become familiar during the
course of a play.
What people don't always realize is that
without the meticulous preparation of techni-
cal designers, the actors and actresses would
be inaudible, in the dark and in the nude.
University of Maine students Kent
Forbes, Nathanial Packard and Andy Mans-
field were laigely responsible for the techni-
cal design of Penobscot Theatre's latest
production Tales of the Last Formicans.
Forbes was in charge of sound, Packard did
all the lighting, and Mansfield created the
set and found the props.
They all agree "tech design" isn't as easy
as it looks, but they are entranced by the
theater and couldn't imagine doing any-
thing else.
"There's a thing called the theater bug,"
Packard said, "and when it bites you, you
can't get away."
Forbes, a graduate student from Cas-
tine, has eight UMaine productions to his
credit, including My Fair Lady, West Side
Story, Our Town and Shakespeare's Twelfth
Night. He also worked summers in Cas-
tine' s Cold Comfort Theatre.
Like Packard and Mansfield, Forbes al-
ways begins by reading a play's script and
searching for cues. He may be told to tape
'record a busy stretch of highway, or a single
harp strum. He is responsible for outfitting
each actress and actor with microphones
and monitoring their tones using a machine
called a mixer.
The music played prior to a show while
Kent Forbes provides 'Formicans' with their sounds. (Boyd photo.)
the auditorium is filling tends to set the tone
as well.
"The atmosphere is set when people first
hear in a theater," Forbes said.
Forbes said he likes comedy because it
affords him the chance to exaggerate certain
sounds, and "unlimited possibilities to be
creative."
"Maybe the character's a little off bal-
ance so sounds don't sound the same to
him,- he said.
The Formican script required II various
See TECHIES on page 22
• Skipping classes for credit
For sale: three credit hours for $35
By Randy Robinson
Staff Writer
Some departments don't use it. Some
students don't know about it. Only a few
dozen people a year take advantage of it at
the University of Maine. What is it? - The
College-Level Examination Program.
But for those students, and for four mil-
lion nationwide since 1967, the CLEP test
can be a quick—though not easy—way to
get college credit.
CLEP tests allow students take a test in
any of several subjects and, if they score
high enough, awards them credit for that
course.
Tom Skaggs, director of UMaine's CLEP
program, said students receive degree cred-
it, but their grade point average is not affect-
ed by the tests.
Skaggs has directed the program since it
began at UMaine about 1972. It began in the
U.S. in 1967. Approximately only 50 people
take the test each year.
"It's not a big program," Skaggs said.
There are two types of CLEP examina-
tions. Subject examinations are given to
substitute for specific courses such as Amer-
ican government, American history, litera-
ture, biology, chemistry, sociology and oth-
er, primarily entry-level courses.
Each department examines and approves
the CLEP test for its courses and sets a
minimum passing score. The finished tests
are then graded by the publishers of the tests,
Skaggs said.
The foreign language, math, and English
departments have their own separate tests,
Skaggs said.
General Examinations are also given,
for which two colleges grant credit. A stu-
dent with a grade of 500 on the General
Exam will receive credit for English 101 and
for the Humanities and Social Sciences re-
quirements of the College of Forest Re-
sources. The College of Sciences also awards
exam credit for its Bachelors of Science
candidates.
At University College, some elective credit
may be granted for the Ceneral Examination.
However, no credit may be granted for the
General Exam to any student who has earned
15 credits or more at any accredited college.
Skaggs said two different types of stu-
dents normally take the exams. Some begin-
ning students happen to have experience or
a lot of knowledge about a particular sub-
ject, and want to get a head start on their
college careers. Others are seniors "who
realize they're one class short and want to
close the gap," Skaggs said.
Skaggs emphasized taking the test "is
not a way to get out of a course easily."
Students usually have done a lot of reading
about the subject, or have gained experi-
ence. Sometimes they have received a lot of
education about the subject in other courses,
but must take the test to get credit for that
knowledge.
Debbie Letourneau, the contact person
for Instituional Studies, said the two most
popular tests taken are human growth and
developement and sociology. She estimates
about 70 percent of students who take the
sociology test pass, "bull can't be certain."
She said the scoring system is changing
for the human growth and developement
test, so figuring out the rate of students who
pass, "is a little tricky."
CLEP tests are given once a month at
UMaine. Students wishing to take a test can
pick up a registration form in the Office of
Institutional Studies in Alumni Hall, or may
request one through the mail.
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Techies from page 21
Nathanial Packard surveys the scene from off stage. (Boyd photo.)
sounds, but Forbes and the play's director
came up with 34. They used an electronic
synthesizer to simulate many sounds.
Part of Forbes job is keeping track of
sound waves and echoes which inevitably
bounce off sets and props. In Formicans
those sets were created by Mansfield, a
senior theater major from Saco. This is his
second scenic design for the stage, his first
was the UMaine production, Bedroom Farce.
"I read the script a couple of times,"
Mansfield said," and then I develop a floor
plan and go over it with the director."
For Formicans, Mansfield had to find,
among other things, a ray-gun, a map of
"between Iraq and a hard place," and a
formica table from the 1950s that "really no
one has anymore."
"I ended up using one from my parents
basement," he said.
The hardest part about this play, which is
set in the 1950s on another planet, was
researching the "very odd time period," ac-
cording to Mansfield.
Formicans is Packard's fifth project. He
has done lighting for Penobscot Theatre
twice before; his latest project was The
Christmas Carol. Packard grew up in Brun-
swick and spent much of his time at the
theater there where his father was an actor
for nearly two decades.
Packard came to 1Maine as a computer
science major, and quickly switched to theater.
"I've always had a fascination with lights,"
he said. "The essential duty of the lighting
designer is to make everything look pretty."
Packard makes elaborate plans and maps
of where to hang and focus lights, and
when something goes wrong, he is right on
hand to re-wire. Often, he functions as an
electrician, creating cables if needed and
coordinating light dimmers with computer
terminals.
Last weekend, Packard spent 27 hours in
two days preparing for the show.
Five to 10 years from now, Forbes would
like to be writing plays and watching his
original productions; Mansfield would like
to be designing for a theater in a metropol-
itan area, and Packard would love to con-
tinue what he's doing in a "theater some-
where."
But for now, Forbes, Mansfield and Pack-
ard continue to train, tackle designs hands-
on and prepare for the opening night of
Formicans.
By Beverly Gabe
Staff Writer
The Oogies
Feedback Is An Act Of God
In the tiny subculture of the Orono music
scene, you see various talents displayed
from band to band. Some are best at Grate-
ful Dead and Santana covers, others excel
with inventive uses of noise distortion; still
others stand alone with creative lyric and
vocal phrasing. The Oogies capture this
wild amateur spirit on their new release,
"Feedback Is An Act Of God."
Like the local bands who thrive on audi-
ence reaction to covers, The Oogies provide
that same dancability factor but with a dif-
ference that may strike some as novel- they
actually write the songs by themselves!
"Social Outcast," "New York's Alright,"
and "Brainhammer" all inspire erratic body
movement, not in the style of the Dead but in
the apocalyptic fashion of the better "grunge"
bands. In fact, you almost get the feeling
Headspins
that the Oogies are chastising their fellow
college band friends for selling their souls to
Top 40 or '60s covers on "Brainhammer,"
"We'll be in a '60s band/ Top 40 ain't awful
tech man/ We came to play/ We aim to
please."
Still more comparisons abound to local
bands. The Oogies liner notes thank David
Lynch, Black Sabbath, Dragnet, and Roll-
ing Rock- you can point that arrow towards
the mill. Lead singer Mark Gamber's vocal
also mirror the creative half-yell, half-sing
quality of unsaid band's singer/guitarist.
Win a free CD if you guess the name of the
band.
Perhaps the most holistic description of
The Oogies comes in the form of an over-
used term, "grunge." That murky, heavy
bass, loud and soupy mixture we have em-
braced as "grunge" is the earmark of The
The University of Maine
Dance
Company,
under the auspices of the
Department of Theatre/
Dance, presents the 18th
Annual Dance Concert
Friday and Saturday,
February 12 & 13 at 8PM
in Hauck Auditorium,
University of Maine, Orono.
rickcts are $6.00 and may be
purchased in advance through
the Maine Center for the Arts,
581-1755.
Oogies, but you get the impression they
didn't shoot for that sound as a business
move. It comes rather from a mixture of
inventive bass lines, voice manipulation,
and all around wackiness.
The bonus track on Feedback Is An Act
Of God, sums up the whole notion of The
Oogies. It is a funny experimental studio bit
which features echoing vocals and smooth
bass independent of the lyrics, if you can call
them lyrics. Simply put, it is the sound of the
band having fun with their music.
Black 47
Ep
To put in this CD and turn the volume
way up is to understand how Black 47 create
the sounds which set them apart from the
rest of the shankers. "Funky Ceili," (pro-
nounced kay-lee) startles you with singer
Larry Kirwan exclaiming "Bridle!" and the
rest of the band already playing in full force-
no slow progressions for this band.
Black 47 are a collection of Irish musi-
cians who fuse the traditions of Irish jigs and
reels with alternative methods of popular
music. A prime number to demonstrate this
is "James Connolly" a song about the fa-
mous Celt who led a citizen army down
t) onneli Sued In Dublin, Fought fi .k)t
rights of the working man/ The small farmer
too/ To protect the proletariat from the boss-
es and their screws." Their self-titled track
also documents an important event in Irish
history, the famine of '47.
Although their name might conjure imag-
es of melancholy jigsters, Black 47 have a
wide range of moods expressed in this five
song offering. "Funky Ceili (Bridie's Song)"
follows the tale of a former banker, now full-
time rocker, who faces "castration or a one
way ticket to New York" for his part in getting
his girlfriend pregnant and "drinking dirty big
pints of stout." But despite his misfortune, the
potent crooner is happy to be in New York
where, "the pubs never close..." Bridie's Song
is filled with reels and jigs and all number of
pop hooks and jangles, you can't tell where
one ends and the other picks up. -the video is
featured on MTV's 120 Minutes.
Black 47 marks a hopeful new trend for
Irish musicians, the marriage of pub music
and alternative stylings, while retaining the
subject matter which can be heard in all
Celtic music from Enya to pre-Achtung
Baby U2. The sound is new, progressive,
and uniquely Irish.
12, 1993
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From the Bookshelf 
'Lucky Lindy' lives on in literature
By Brooks W. Hamilton
Guest Columnist
Loss of Eden, by Joyce Milton; Harper
Collins Publishers, NY, 1993. A biography
of Charles and Anne Morrow Lindbergh.
How many of you college students could
correctly identify Charles A. Lindbergh,
"Lucky Lindy," or "Slim?" Or his wife,
daughter of the once famous diplomat,
Dwight Morrow? I asked one bright young
coed the other day, and she got it only half
right, (that's not an indictment, just a com-
ment on the aging process).
Loss of Eden, a brand new biography of
the flying hero of my youth, does the best yet
of giving some flavor, yet not hero-worship-
ping, to this enigmatic character of a now
bygone age.
I well remember, at the tender age of
eight, my ear glued to the earphone of a
primitive crystal radio (you'll have to get a
better techy than I to explain what that is)
listening for news about his feat of daring - at
least that's what it seemed to most Americans
at the time. Would that we had had the mira-
cles of cable television then; I'd love to have
watched him, with his lanky form and hand-
some smile, as he alighted from the Spirit of
St. Louis outside Paris that morning. Do you
remember having heard of him by now? He
performed what must have been, in 1927, a
tremendous feat, flying a little plane which
seemed about the size of a Piper Cub, loaded
with highly volatile gasoline from wing tips
to tail, for 36 numbing hours across the Man-
tic, with little more than road maps and a
primitive compass. He had to fight what must
have been a compelling desire to sleep, among
other things, as well as the constant worry
that he might emerge from the clouds and
ocean vista in some absolutely strange place,
rather than Paris, France.
Needless to say, at a time when this sort
of thing just hadn't been done, from a time
when we can routinely step on a large,
comfortable multi-engined job and get off a
few hours later in London, Stuttgart, Mos-
cow or Hong-Kong, it's quite a flight of
imagination to understand how I and others
felt then. For 36 long hours, after we'd heard
Lindy finally had taken off from his Long
Island field, we were glued to those old
radios breathlessly waiting for the first word
he had been finally sighted, still up there,
still flying. For he had no radio and no way
of communicating with the ground, except
to wave, which he did once on the trip to a
Get the Picture
Shooting for a good film
By Brad Finch
Staff Writer
Italy is in chaos. A group of terrorists
calling themselves the Red Brigade has
brought a shocked society to a state border-
ing on revolution. It is the ... Year of the Gun
(1991, Director, John Frankenheimer, Star-
ring - Andrew McCarthy, Valeria Golino,
and Sharon Stone).
This political thriller is beautifully shot
(thanks to Blasco Giurato), incorporating a
wealth of Rome's landmarks into the visual
narrative. The interior sets are nice too - real
spacious and decorated in a ragged elegance.
Thanks for a criticism of the decorating,
what about the MOVIE?
O.K. ,plot summery: Writer David Ray-
bourne (McCarthy) is living in Italy and
writing a book about the Red Brigade —just
a hard-boiled pseudo-journalistic potboiler
— aimed at making him enough money to
spirit his significant other, Lia, and her son
out of Italy after her divorce from her jealous
husband.
Raybourne has used the real names of
his friends, and even his boss, in the first
draft - fictionally linking them with the
CIA. More importantly Raybourne has un-
knowingly second guessed the Red Bri-
gade's next move — the kidnapping of the
prime minister.
Enter one photo-journalist with a death
wish, Alison King (Stone), who since her
cub-reporter days in Vietnam has been find-
ing military/terrorist horrors to photograph.
"I bring back the bad news, keep the
body count," she confides, after a violent
encounter with Red Brigade thugs.
Charged with a desire to make contact
with the Red Brigade, King is sure that
McCarthy knows more than he is saying,
and in her attempts to get at his secret she
triggers a massive tragedy of errors. She
tells a friend (and secret Red Brigadier) of
Raybourne's book.
After the Red Brigade become privy to
the manuscript, thinking it a real journalistic
expose, they begin to eliminate all those
mentioned. Raybourne and King are also
targeted and must flee for their lives. They
plod out the usual formulaic — antagonism,
suspicion, rescue, near seduction, another
rescue, and finally a snorting, soft-core sex
scene — love interest/sex interest waltz.
This reviewer must report that it is only
after about the first two-thirds of the feature
that things begin to get thrilling. The last
third, including the -Wow- surprise ending
(and lest I forget , a cameo by Dick Cavett),
make the feature worth the price of rental. If
you are bored by the. first hour, you can
always count the guns (I counted 27).
This feature was rated R—Violence, sex-
ual situations, adult situations, and nudity
abound!
fleet of fishing boats from which he asked
directions. We had to wait for him to be
seen. This, too, is hard to imagine in a day
when you pick up a phone on a plane and call
home to let them know you are on the way.
But the more important part of the book
even yet than Milton's description of the
famous flight, are her insights into the Lind-
berghs personalities and characters. Their
marriage at the time looked idyllic; they were
both pilots, both apparently loved flying, and
had the wherewithal to do with their lives as
they wished - "shall we fly off into the wild
blue yonder ioney, and explore the South
Seas?" "Sure, sweety, pack the lunches."
Life was not, however, that easy. Lindy
himself was an almost secret character, pub-
lic and known as he was. He was a lot like
his image of masculine courage and derring-
do; yet he had another side, enigmatic, in-
scrutable, passionately desirous of having a
private life and frustrated to the point at
times of irrationality when he found that
sometimes impossible, such as during the
painful tie of the murder of their first son.
Then there's Anne, who flew and some-
times enjoyed it, but we discover now to her
relief gave it up in favor of being more stably
at home with family and in writing, a passion
she always had. There are some dozen books
to her credit, a few were best-sellers in their
day. And some look very good today in view
of our new perspective on women generally.
But the marriage was not all beer and
skittles, and you must read the books to see
how such a union was worked out, between
two strong minds who would seem first lobe
absolutely unsuited to each other for that
game! How do two incompatible people
make a marriage last? The answer, "careful-
ly," like porcupines making love. Ask me.
Lindy also did things I knew little about,
I'll confess. Much t.nheralded are his com-
bat experiences in World War II (after a
period of isolationism during which he
seemed to be courting the favor of the likes
o Hitler, and his were real, not made up like
those Reagan, Lyndon Johnson or John
Wayne) and his work, mostly unpaid, for
years after helping the United States be-
come a leader in civil aviation. If we are now
losing that position, we should wish Lindy
was back advising the king of nuts we now
have running most of our airlines.
This is a great trading of recent history, and
you should know it and think of him every time
you board a modem jet-liner. Besides those
good reasons, it's just good reading.
Get paid to read,
keep the books.
contcrt Deanna Partridge at
The Maine C-ampus. 511-279
Birth Control.
National Condom Week February 10-16
If you're sxually active and want to prevent pregnancy,
use birth control. Men, as well as women, are responsible for
preventing an unwanted pregnancy.
Have
Condom
Sense.
This message is brought to you by
The National Condom Week Committee,
Eastern Maine AIDS Network
CHF 351: Human Sexuality.
Student Health Services.
Peer Educator Program.
Campus Living '32 SHARE.
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Sherri emoved meeting sou at the blow--out that weekend Hope to see you soon
Cheeky
Bead--When do I collect on the Bet' It was a skunk, algehrocalls Happs Valentines Dan
Ms lkarest Barn KAM I lose kell, I trust sou, and 1 cant ',these how luck'. lam
Forever and 70 sears at least All my lose, Pebbles
loci Fleashenan Forget le-she a.)d take :tic ascii
dark a ass hair -Your secret admirer
Harps S'alentinr s Do little Puppy Remember I will always lose you Snuggle'
Snuggle' -Your little Angel
11 frps Valentine s Day to ill of the 'Black (:upids ' You knsm who sou arc"
Harric,'tutu re the cutest steel-head I've net Be miner
really miss humping into sou' You know who
Anne M. Joe could nescr compare to me You've never had more of a man You know.
ho I am, please all I lint you, we'll do Chinese 6 4 tall 3240 pound (No Juice)
Big Male Stud
1,, Fred: Roses are red, violets are blur, we lose Fred flamer 10361, oh baby, ten we do
-DeJ
Chris Ms hest Mend, Ms loser, Mk husband, thank sou for all of the support and
encouragement you sr given me I will lose sou forever 'tour best friend, sour loser,
sow wife-Georgie
Gorey-Ham Valentine's Day' X0X0 retiseiT 1-4-3
Steven. fhere is no pageanto to our lose, You let ine know: it in mans Wit% A smile, a
ksok a touch, a word tells me all I need to know Only 127 days until we become
husband and wire I lose sou' Radax
loci cc the greatest, it has been the best 10 months with you I lost sou Be ms
aknune Luny, W21-IAP1
Juliet-he been tomg to reach sou all week Could sou please open the window Romeo
Shark fishing, pai:ndge hunting, golfing and ski /Limping Whatever iris sou stunt me to
do, I d do t all because I lose You! -Laura
Kim- 'Dearest dealer, I with ms total straight flush, lose sou so tir sour wild card, that
untamable, eternal, gut -thorn ha-ha arid lucks kite' -Catherine
(kat Mike liapps Valentine s Das I miss ms friend ould we start over,: I sine. "Beth•
Bernard You have been the greatest person a girl could ever ask for and much more I
Ant VOU AIIVAS 'VOUS et Nail Autre" Love, Loriann
James-Thanks for all the wonderful times in the last two MR I Oh--thanks to George,
too') I'll lov.: you &Nays Kristy
Toby: 'Sock it out an the cold • watch Ms( take his form!' Excx alw 2%1, 'Your Lady'
IMPB TW1115 are the best, AS AnTleflle knows IT the was, how's VOUf Ilf0117f arrnacilliO
4, R F
Maine Softball- Ham Vaknune's Day Ronda is rust 22 days away!
Happy Valentine's Day to no roe-units, sou are rin. sunshine my nth sunshine' Love sa,
Ran
To rns Knight in sliming armor, Saint C -Thank you for rescuing nic 1 never thought
could be this hairs Hove you and I'm looking forward to the rest dour lives-I knew it
would happen, someday All ms love and affection Pcbbs
Hes Nathan bon -I think notate the cat's paiamks! Harps Valefillat I-ht. A.Ms West
To rns Sweetheart joho-Happv Valentine's Das' Yours fotescr, lmiemacy
Peter i m pregnant' Ha Ha You mean the world tome, sou items neralung I loseinto AM 2VS, Deb
Elvis -lialos aientine s flas 1 hive you' Melissa
km/smite Sweet mean everything to me I lose you and out Valentines flas
togrthe: is 111:, true firacml MarIS more IL
La To the ifeatekl tort a gun- could hope Inc Here's to much tot in the future Hams
Valentine 1 Das' lose. Mike
Ti Raf, Lisa and the Two lens Thank you tor a wonderhil weekend at the Vines-ad
couldn't think of four more beautiful women to have spent it with Here z inshapps
ending to sou all Happy V-Day' Lose, MPG
MAHAL IOTA! You have made my life so wonderful -I m glad we're going to he
together forever' 1 km you -(P)
Rachdk-Of all the philosoplozing this csId fora has done in his ide, I it come across no
mutt truth than the Upon meeting 110TC0fle new-, MK can month recosoure the
foundation of a beautiful relations/up When I fiat me You, I knew Thanks again
sprout' : Hoppe heart dn.' -Tom
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'is• Day Pers „flats
I an,
Eric (twat iondside Mord, Epping, NH"' M 1 IOW YOU AdIcy Rusty
Snuggle'
nun You knit*
I No wee
S baba, yes we do
uppon and
rid, vour lover,
WW1 A mile, a
irt become
u Be ma
e Romeo
IS V011 t1t MC to
at wild cart that
ire lost, •Beth'
d much more
inks to George,
ws, 'Your Lady'
▪ 31711ideliO'
'thane' love sa,
never thought I
it Ines-I knew it
aa" Arm Mowse
raihmr
nature Hama
he VII1C12-ki
ff11 ttlerS
mg to he
come scros no
.(rtire the
nks again,
Heather-Where s ma money' -Andre
To the best roommates ever! Debbie, Eden, Sue, Stephanie and Brenda! Kest ot Ilk Y.
loth somnty Ede:1141 Ii
To the Spanish Stallion It's been too long The memories Mc on, hut the Inane
hum Hopefully oceans apart will make the heart pow Milder I 'U be -ruling the plane
frierraIXAS S0011 My IOW will never die for mu Panenth waiting. The American Girl
NM and lenny-We owe mu a‘'alentinc's Day inight) dinner, Rpm -our house Well
call you The Chen
Honey Bunny-I wit wanted to kt mu know how much sou mean to me You re a wry
special person I love you LOW', Bono
T Thanks foe bang there-low ya, G
Pookums, 47 SI, the car, maybe we can have some fun 3 dam fortna to go Hove
mu Your Goose
To My Joe Chcrube You man more than the world to me HapparV -Day I lose unit
madly' Cherry Pie
Deb-Maggie is the the other woman' Will mu itill be my Valentine' Low, Peter
I.W.IL -Thank you for the most wonderful 3 years' I low you Mau& -kV
Holt:Givc or away give tt awn give 0 awn pelt mg owl kiapçrs Valentine's Di'
MW.-You're my bus, Little tuna! -Kleb
To Shane To my famine sqlibe hes the eatkeseet, yen direcam
Happy Valencia's Day lowpaluesalppld.
Dennis-lime you -Yo,a' aMai logo
mgr., Chip, Jen. Dm* • Check-kg op Ike inond Wks Indisa-inald Sue pee
,lan' -Tiffany
Cluck-You are the cutest loges so I know dm I mai LOVE tilt per
Selono-like body' Anon
Megan i think I low sou'
Deb • fen Thinks for king the ,aeu *ow a= la pawn ra seer yea* learned •
from ' %Karim* ' with me P S We re pins ID Oft win
Kristine-You will ahem be my Valentine Low. Alm
Sandy-' Let me kive ST1/1 one more time ' -Chuck
Runny • When mountains avant* to the sca there will still be you and no.' Um its
harder Tow, Suety
lubn-Ms boyfnend s tuck icor' Hey now' Hey now' My boyfriends beck!" Son'.
Happs Valentine's Din without me -R.N.
Cathy-My love for mum tribe but there 'a nothing I can cio because rfll.ff bcwfnend ton
the football tarn, and he a bigger than me and you' -M
Heaths:- I know you want to low an athlete so wha not me'! can't stop thinking of you
or vow vnluptuous behind' Mein me in the foetball kicker room -Aorrimionn male
athlete
(huck! You are sucks a babe and a peat TA tool can never take 1111 CMS oti 1,011
during clan'
Lady Gc4'sra-I love your new haircut Awe be tri Valentine'
K There's sornettung I malls like about you I Mst can't put my finger on it H1flpt
Valeonne s Day -R
Dear Dinkie let ihange cou environment Wha don t vou cover ma CMS and dot
ticion Burn the :an& and so hello, to that the day, become longer and the multiples
stronger Love, Bugganot
Candy- le t aunt plus qu hier moms que demain ' Harr Valentines Dal ma I our , mac
we ;titivate mans mar You are alsnas on ms mind and in ma heart low, Brent P S
Don I forget about the bench
kff-Happy Valentine's Day' -Erin
Peyote
-Thanks k< opening mu mind Let s get snme twuibm' I lose you -Squigy
To Tori Wdleo I want to lid KW tattoo of Lets doe into a a of bat and practice
tachmmzed ontnrrung'
To Jim Horan Rain are rod, sioiets are blue, oc both lake M Dom, so 1 d die
iothout you, when vow awn ,1 set adrift a manors him, so when the hell can I have
Yaw' Your Human Sat, Mr. X
IA PM • Schmdsnik Wish vou were t1Grr -01.1 Mitt
Matthew, I at really missed anu . I can't wait until we ,an ix together forma flunking
of vou always Happy Valentine's Day 1 love mu, Angela XOX0
Dario:art Liar with me, low with me, ask in the Rill with me, be with tie always I
tow mu darting S.
Guinea Roses are red, VIOICts are blue, John Starts win, and so does Stu -Byron S
Maynard Banes are , violets are blue, you re the hest damn teller at UMCL! -Mid
Nom and Werty many tunes imitated but never duplicated Grand P. & San
Darby ,e never really net, but at do know each other Hopefully I will see you in the
Yankee so we can talk
Mdsie-liappa Valentine's Day Honey love, Jeff
Dear Scott &rake Happy Low Day You are my knight in shining armor Dunks Om
rescuing ma heart'
Stallion Happy V Day and 1 yr 5 la am I !ow u always! - Kim
Wishing 'My Jenny' a Ham Valentines flay-
Lost Jonathan
To the I-Mane Roos are , violets are blue, I want mu to mow something
sweetheart —I low you! Happy Valentine's Day Love, CPR
Baia Here's hoping vou never get sour head stud between a toilet and a bathtub
afoul The Kwinsonian
JES-I1 nee pie in do wassen Mod p. emplane It s oath 1 matter of time
arm you_ Happy Vdedddet Der Hoe yon-Eg
1
llger Scrim mom dat work eat!I sue ti Flap alatines Day' And 3 weeks
mei die avid! I ant Ink!! Tour ValatienAddiam
Siepennee,
I's goer luny pie,
Lase, Yew idide Ilese
AVT-Hairm Saud Varatine's Day together The 1Crt OW will be even hater LOT,
EISM
gii-tiappy Valestinc's Dip What hal been ma=is tor ,cruin I.-we, Superman
700H4appy Atheism Heart Dey!
fr. dr good times and die
ase's to our. lac, "ma
Of-
I kat you Mod&
-Toff Ma* Bebe
grange-
Won't yee be my te4dybeer.)9
4.12 ! - a - rww-
- wit lib I dimmed k walk :w
lor I'm kayo in time
- em I cue rex
nit kw
Karen
Daddy 1st been a good boy'. Will you be irs Valentine' Love Rent Lee Baton
Dear Rebecca Happy 2 year annooresars and Valentine s Das' I Ow you Yen much
-Devon
Hes Chandra and Melissa
-Happy Valentine a Day From a number sou know' Gums
who? L.L.ILLKALI
Mr Dearest Kristi - Hert's to marble together, full of warm fumes' And make it last all
alms kwc,
Dem Angel-Who a bed mato' I have always Waled sou and will always km: you' From R
To ms Birthday Boy I Imo you! Happy Valentine s Do' Your IA Hit
Mr. Apricot I know Tin a brat, but will you be my Valentine'
Don t ask Hobbs
Low.
Your Solid Gold Dance ra/1111T
NMW Thanks foe coming up 1 cant thank aou enough You mean so much to me-
! kw ma Nook" love 11.2n, TOMO, Low
Lori-1 want to bola it you are available As they us in Amain, will sort be mine Swen
Dave-It s been a long rend to where we me now The slate a dean and we can most on
Inn drawn we finds coming together and I will be be your sock Congests on among
at Culver Dow you-SbeDewil
Boory-I t ansava like sou. but I'll kw< you fnrever Happy Valentine's Day lam,
Your BOO
Hey Jennifahalhaalua Sale'
mere Sweetness tot the warm fuzn keling asia
ILI stake up the neighborhood for Sundays are phi
Here. an inntanon to 1 V cha snuggle, wider mans,
deserving downcast babe -Giek
To the guy in Puerto Rico Happy Valentine's Day Mapilltigallikrt Low-Taue
Dana Patina
SAP. Hey, beautiful Thanks for eventhing Love WU, j
Roses air red, violets are blue, I've lasted 4 months v.- ryou4n•
Mike I can t stop thinking about your gorgeous Wm creedal dud apdeating oak Cad
mc Jodk
The castle's yours If you still want it Low, Lord James
Spiffy and GT We w 'fallen ' for you' love, the Avon Intl Ghana
John & Thad-Purge Dior Chirp Durge"! Happy Valatillat Ng -NW
(hip Happy Valentines Day-I promise not to gm too a poeroitirme cue break dr
sonnkia -She
Prinass,
Thank you for resurrecting my sorry he Here, to iotryeread a Mpg wide Happy
Valentines Dm' Do mu trust me' Aladdin
John -0 Happy Valentines Day "1, LOUT Bo
Rod Hot Staff Happy Vakntnes Day from mut friend (Inner
Happy Valentine's Day Jill Berryman Guess wha
Denise Happy Valentines Day I low mu, Stew
On the 'th day of condom week m$ partner gave to me "lay kiwas, 6 andompans,
no s-nyt, 4 toinnita, 3 spemands, 2 dental darns, and a aisdna on a ladies.
Lek PST/SHARI
I not only kwc VTXI Mr 1010 vou are, but also because vow a pat food. Low you
Owns, your Hugger
Sharna-A lifetime of love and hap, chocolate, heat and grmdeloga Inotemed? --1
Trevor P In my heart K are already maned' Three months ail isAnd' 143 Lacy
Danielle B I cannot want sou mote, I cannot KM YOU cm, ophosnan natures
force expends TI3G11011[1111 By my Valentine! - friend
To all the =as of Dena Zeta we Mt so noted to he a part of Di! Low aL saw Name
*dr&
Fred-Pookey loan Stanley Wdma Tuo-They all had paple hins1-inni
Dear Baby Thanks for all the fun times and great memo= Hove mid! Hipp
Valentine's Day, Lose always, Joey
Dam Lynn- Happy B and' flay Ode us' Come bourot PM Weld Al nos! Ion, Nsa
(lubber -I don't tell you very often how special to ?Oil Mak we. You we
I have ner wanted in someone, both the good & bac, and Iam alma* gretrid dot
you are a part of my life Happy Valesitine's Day Min I tom pm how
1/4-To a wonderful person Min a esserythuig anyone old Man.I ilie`t frodiest lortai
almost 3 wars -but wen t I wath I kwe you, •BC'
To David- Happy Varmint s Thy Sweetw In been 1 'a-wailful Me yeas, to las Balk
this Vienna s fins- the most niemorabk love always, Tricia
To the Balentint ladies who trussed sharing with the first tint* Sider men
ham our
Ms. S.- Mis won't you kiss me in ITU tights whines' Giant Willf
To Lisa 1 kw vou Happy Valentine's -l.osst, George
Ramo P. -Happi 21st Ron loo Do' Have a memorable r -Sorry
Clyde-Hop< Valentine s Dal. I know Irrx, we haw :noble= but 1 ion vou yen
mob You MC yen special and irrin.,,zot to me You are 7V favorite b iend to 'Om'
- mop, berm, bump Mont,
Ham Valetersa's Der' Hugs and kisses (imc To rm. hest Mond in the world 33
All isn't wait kr our wed in the tropes' Hwy Love-The Trollop
me
H'4't
TOM rem bra peeled 11na we int ro- 1., .outheri, iram and geode marewas
• 1 meI fod the mciteenem and arm warm Lave Tour km
• and frn love ezmig rismo...qg fOr Me Mil Nil low
maid ow dnis and outs togr her Now im loth al no beteg
liylkv'lkmestwi,onar Bab, DA, San
Amy Eight months ar . took a Mance t ",‘ try bk his deemed le to many
wintwinful wars Because of mu,11111M ends- so Ikwed-eddlent esertadon, **no
kited law, Dos
S1tRO M -
I never assigned the perk ir Yrs Ene.sh clan old bosom the wen supertos perms
in My bit, hut you have I low sou. lemsifer I
4".
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Editoriatrage 
• Column
Love, denial style
By Michael Reagan
in a poll published in this week's Time, 1,000 Americans were asked, "Are you inlove?" And 72 percent of the respondents gave a 'yes' answer.There was no category for "I'm saying yes her-allIP I'm too much of a coward toadmit I'm married to a pathetic loFer" or "I'm saying yes because someday I might be."In other words, no lying factor came with the poll. A vast majority of Americanssaying they are in love, no matter how many are called and how slim the margin oferror, is inconceivable.
Love is a temporary feeling of elation which appears after one or two peopleconclude that the other is not the most compatible, but the most tolerable.However, when confronted with big questions like "Are you in love?" Americansscurry away in fear while simultaneously declaring everything's fine.Confrontation hurts.
No surprise, then, when a ridiculously large percentage of people say they areindeed in love. An average American receives a phone call from a major newsmagazine and gets a question. Rather than admit failure and hang up, they say ofcourse they are in love. It would be unpatriotic.
Unlike death, which for the most part is not a conscious decision, individuals havesome control over feelings. So they rationalize, deny, and force themselves intoalleged stirrings of the heart, and, inevitably, nuptials.Weddings, really, are proms for grownups. Just as the prom involved much angstand worrying about what to wear, how to look, and whom to go with, weddings are
-the most happy day of your life" to the people who can drink alcohol legally.In true American fashion, weddings too go to excess. The senior class song mayhave been "Wind Beneath My Wings," but only weddings go into appallinglyuninteresting detail.
Local newspapers and friends of the bride await breathlessly to hear about thebride's ivory gown with "faux" pearls (French for "false") and the bouquet made upof roses and baby's breath.
The groom's bachelor party has an overflow of drunken stupidity of friendsinterested in juvenile movies and strip shows as their fitting goodbye.For some reason, those who are not dulled by the overblown nature of weddingsand the unending cliches which come with it (try not hearing the word "lucky" or"I'm so happy for you!" at a wedding) feel depressed at not having overpricedostentation of their own.
After all, a wedding is the crowning moment of a person's life. People can die withsomeone to officially sob at the funeral. Parents' subtle complaints are momentarily stilledin the hopes of grandchildren. Married couples no longer have to.worry about dates.In reality, relationships end a set of problems and introduce newer and often moredifficult ones. Unlike a date, a spouse is less likely to say "I don't care. Whatever youwant to do is fine."
Those who get up every morning across this nation face their own sorts ofdilemmas with varying degrees of difficulty. Married couples awake to ask them-selves if they are going to argue about the same thing again. Other couples wonder ifthe kids are still sick. Some singles arise from their slumber thinking today will be theday for true love and a good day at work. Still others sit up alone in bed and wonderwhat's going to be for breakfast. All stumble for their own personal truths, move ontoother problems or continually face the same ones.
Pass the corn flakes.
Michael Reagan, once asked if he was married, replied: "First I've got to get alife, then I can screw it up."
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• The election
Slowly finishing the race
The election for the Student Gov-
ernment leaders was three days ago, and
only today are the majority of students
finding out who the winners were.
That is because the results of the
election were not available at press time
to be included in the Wednesday edition
of The Maine Campus, which means the
members of the FEPC hadn't finished
counting them by 11 p.m.
Of course special procedures for
counting ballots must be observed so
that they will be done fairly and we
won't have any fiasco/scandals like the
ones in Augusta.
But what took so long?
Only 1,192 students voted in the
election. The polls closed at 6 p.m., and
the votes were finished a little after 11.
Therefore, it took five hours to count the
ballots. Divide that by the six people
counting them, and you notice that is
approximately 40 votes counted per
hour, per person. That's a minute and a
half to count each ballot, which students
probably spent 20 seconds filling out.
The next question is — do any of the
students even care who won?
Only 1192 students voted in the
election for president and vice president
of student government, and 60 of thoseballots were disqualified for reasons such
as they voted for "nonsensical candi-dates." What's the point of voting if you
are going to vote for Mickey Mouse and
Donald Duck?
As for the other 11,000 students at
UMaine who did not bother to express
their opinions — the apathy trend has
sunk to an all-time low. There were
three quality tickets running in this elec-tion who all campaigned hard. Turnout
should have been much higher.
The winners of the election, Collin
Worster and Annie Allen, received only
562 votes. Certainly this is a great disap-
pointment for them to start out with such
a low level of support. They printed up
1,500 flyers as part of their campaign,
which means they distributed three post-
ers for every vote they received. There
was definitely plenty of publicity about
the election.
Perhaps the election format needs to
be changed in order to increase voter
turnout. Many on-campus students do
not always eat at the dining commons
near their dorm. On-campus students
should be allowed to vote at the Union
and other locations as well.
As for off-campus commuter stu-
dents, many of them arrange their sched-
ules so they will only be on campus
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. If the
election were conducted over two days,
all off-campus students would have the
opportunity to vote, though it's still
doubtful that many of them would.
It's hard to understand the apathy on
this campus, considering the record high
turnout for the presidential election last
November. Obviously a vote in this.
election carries a lot more weight — the
winners of the election won by a mere116 votes.
There was plenty at stake in this
election as well. Student Senate con-trols $350,000 of our activity fee mon-
ey, and the leaders of student govern-
ment will be our major representativesin the fight against budget cuts.
So whether you voted for or againstWorster/ Allen, or— more likely — youdidn't vote at all, they will be our leadersfor the next year and the long fight aheadto save the quality of education at this
university. Sure sounds like this election
was pretty important after all. (KAM)
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Taco Bell
•
rogress is
not positive
To the Editor:
r Lately it seems like the very things that
tonce associated with sprogress, like paved
roads and bright lights are being riveted
upon me like a military inspection drill by
the numbers. Whole living processes that I
once thought were coveted as traditional
and indigenous are now being co-created in
the likeness of neo-colonial industrial back
wash. Is this something to write home about?
To be sure no bureaucracy can sling
beef with as much engineered indifference
as an independent corporate buccaneer, like
Taco Bell, but ergonomic food (dis)service
conies significant karmic externalities if
nrOt gastro-intestinal realities that in time
star this campus life, and in a larger sense,
the Nlaine experience. As the original Tom
of Maine I can only hope that any co-
creation within the Memorial Union is in-
carnated for an expressed purpose of ren-
dering service to the working people of
Maine, and not to the lips and the eyes of
least cost agribusiness and the military-
industrial retirement ethic.
. Tom Beaulieu
Orono
ResponsePage
Is
• Greeks
Incident does not reflect sorority life
To the Editor:
This is written in response to Marty Win-
slow' s letter to the editor on Feb. 8,
"Greeks should grow up." While we attend a
campus striving to look at everyone as an
individual, Ms. Winslow was quick to clas-
sify all Greeks as people who
"can easily fall into a clique." Although I am
not personally aware of the incident she
sights, it in no way reflects sorority life on
campus. Greek life can provide an individu-
al with experiences not afforded in any other
facet of a college career. To belong to a
sorority is to have the chance to be a leader,
give to those in need and make friendships
that last far beyond graduation. Yes, to wear
the pin of your chapter is something to be
proud of, and I am sorry that you Ms. Win-
slow feel the need to "forewarn" all female
individuals of the danger of belonging to a
group that gives so freely to others. You said
• The Maine Campus
Segregation in fa stereo
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to an column
by Shannon Judd which appeared in your
paper on Jan. 27. Mr. Judd proposes that
the university segregate people by their
choice of music. I use that harsh word "seg-
regate" because his plan would do just that.
Our university, or any in the United
States, does have a very diverse population
of students. These people come from many
walks of life, and have many, vastly differ-
ent interests. These differences are what
make the university an enjoyable place to
attend school. Would you want to be a part
of a society (or sub-society as our universi-
ty is) where everyone is the same?
The music that I listen to, or you listen tt
Mr. Judd, may not be alike, but that does not
make it necessary for us not to live in the
same hall. I came to the university to meet
new people (among other things to learn). If I
was segregated with people who only listen
to my type of music, I would miss out on a lot
of the cultural diversity present on campus. I
ask you to reconsider your thoughts, Mr. Judd.
Next, someone will propose a plan to place
people together based on religion or race be-
cause "it would cause less problems."
Scott Brezovsky
Student
• Custodians
Sweeping cuts should be at all levelsprom,
To the Editor:
ifi•wt Regardless of where the axe falls in bud-
get cutting at the University of Maine., em-
ployees will suffer. To be fair, job cuts
should be equally applied to both the ad-
nistrative and maintenance sectors. We
should question the wisdom of eliminating
janitorial positions without any corre-
sponding cuts in administration. There is
no sense in an autotrophic redundant bu-
eaucracy at UMainc.
Rep. Ralph Coffman's (D-Old Town)
proposal to eliminate the Chancellor's Of-
fice, addresses an administrative redundan-
cy problem born in a time when the cows
didn't always come home. As Senator
George Mitchell said during Oliver North's
trial, "We are a nation of laws and not a
nation of men." If we don't apply legal
logic to the problem, we will big stick our
own democratic process.
We need a clean and healthy campus to
maintain our own hygienic needs, especial-
ly those in administration, the faculty and
the student body with allergies and respira-
tory problems. In short, cutting 30 janitori-
al positions at the University of Maine is
not a sound proposition on any given day,
let alone a cold and snowy one.
Thomas C. Bouchard
Forestry Student11•111■1=-
• Judicial Affairs
Playing the game by their own rules
To the Editor:
I recently had a nin in with Judicial Affairs.
The incident occurred as I was in the bookstore.
I had picked up a shotglass, among other items,
but had decided I did not want it. I was in the
book section at this time and decided to leave it
on a shelf there a lazy and disrespectful act— to
be sure— but not prosecutable.
After I made my purchases I was confront-
ed by one of the aforementioned security guards
by the entrance and accused of shoplifting the
shotglass. He asked me to take him to the aisle
where I had dropped it off and willingly did so.
The shotglass was no longer on the shelf, possi-
bly picked up by an employee or another cus-
tomer, yet the guard was not satisfied and ac-
cused me of putting it in my pockets. I emptied
all of my pockets for him on the spot With
another customer standing behind us (rather
embarrassing). I effectively demonstrated that I
had no shotglass on my person. I was taken out
back to fall out a Suspicious Incident Report. I
ended up having to meet with Bill Kennedy of
Judicial Affairs for something that I felt should
have been over the minute I proved my inno-
cence in the store.
This meeting was a highly intimidating
affair where I was not allowed to speak until
spoken to. I learned that Judicial Affairs does
not follow the rules of the court. Innocent
until proven guilty is not in their book of
student conduct. They are, "educational," and
they consider whatever punishment they dole
out educational. The fact that I had demon-
strated my innocence was irrelevant, he only
cared that there had been probable cause (I
picked up the shotgla.ss. I didn't leave the
store with the shotglass visible). I was even
asked to take a polygraph test! For some-
thing I obviously didn't do! Mr. Kennedy
informed me that my case was on file for a
year and they would get in touch with me if
they decided to pursue it.
As far as I know my case, that of a man
accused of shoplifting a shotglass with no
witnesses, no videotape, and no shotglass on
my person as seen by a security guard, is still
under investigation and can be dropped on
me at anytime within the next year. What
court would not laugh at any prosecutor dumb
enough to go to trial over this case? Yet here
it has been made clear to me that I could be
put on trial and punished for something I
obviously did not do. Above the law seems a
very apt description for the Judicial Affairs
office. Makes me thrilled to be a college
student paying for this (rap here at UMaine.
J. Mike Emler
yourself you know some wonderful people
who belong to the Greek system, and yet by
stereotyping them as catty and insecure you
have devalued the friendship you claim to
have.
Before you complain of being judged I
suggest you take a look at who you're judg-
ing.
Jennifer Monahan
Panhellenic President
• Taco Bell
Restaurant
es threat
to policies
To the Editor:
The Board of Trustees passed a pol-
icy stating that the University of Maine
system would divest all of its stock hold-
ings from corporations doing business
in South Africa.
This policy was decided on upon
the principle that our university system
would not benefit financially from the
internationally condemned South Afri-
can apartheid system. This month we
have Taco Bell scheduled to take up
residence in the Coe Study Lounge in
the Union. (Y'know... the one that says
"closed for 'Remodeling,' will re-open
in March?" However, what the sign ne-
glects to tell us is that the Lounge will
reopen as Taco Bell.) Taco Bell is
owned by the multinational Pepsico
Corporation, a corporation which never
divested its stock holdings in South Af-
rica.
In fact, even worse, Pepsico did some
nasty little liscensing deal that enables it
to retain its trademarks and profits while
ostensibly divesting by selling its fran-
chises to the white South Africans. (Call
the "American Committee on Africa" in
New York for more information.)
Specific to the wording of our present
divestment policy, Taco Bell's presence
on our campus is not actually illegal.
Here lies the hypocrisy. The policy clear-
ly and necessarily rests on a principle of
not benefitting from unethical economic
ties to the aparthied government of S.A.
Taco Bell on this campus stands in
direct contradiction of this policy. If
Taco Bell is allowed here, our com-
mendable policy is nothing but empty
words, grounded on insincerity and hy-
pocrisy. Please join in efforts to main-
tain the moral integrity of UMaine and
put pressure on John Lewis, President
Hutchinson, and the Board of Trustees
to deny Taco Bell a place on this cam-
pus.
Karen Dolan
Student
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• School trip
Invading the North, UMaine Ottawa-boundBy Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
At this very moment, Canadian Parlia-
ment is being invaded by University of
Maine students, as the Canadian-American
Center sponsors its annual trip to Ottawa.
In the past, the trip had ben reserved
primarily for the Canadian Studies 101 class-
es, but this year the 28 spaces have been
broadened to also include students in politi-
cal science and the international affairs club.
"We've been going since time immemo-
rial, at least 10 or 15 years," Stephen Horns-
by, associate director of the Canadian-Amer-
ican Center, said.
Ottawa, located more than eight hours
away from Orono, is the the capital of Cana-
da. Like America's equivalent, Washington,
D.C., Ottawa is home to many fine museums,
galleries and bodies of government. Students
on the trip will tour the Museum of Civiliza-
tion. sit in on Parliament's weekly question-
ing of the Prime Minister, and attend a brief-
ing on external affairs.
"It's a long haul, but it's well-worth it,"
Hornsby said.
Students will alsc have free-time to take
advantage of the Winterlude festival that
will be in progress. Activities can include
skating on the Rideau Canal.
"Many students have been surprised to
observe that (Ottawa) is clean and neat com-
pared to many American cities," Hornsby
said. "It's a very safe city to walk aroprid."
Ottawa is officially bilingual, but in part
because it boarders Quebec, French is spo-
ken with as much regularity as English ac-
cording to Hornsby.
The trip is made possible every year by a
grant the Canadian-American Center re-
ceives from the Department of Education,
which picks up the tab for transportation.
The students left on a chartered bus yes-
terday morning from the Newman Center at
8 a.m. and will not return to Orono until
sometime late Saturday evening. The trip
allows for a substantial amount of free-time.
So, why should UMaine students care
about Canadian politics? For one, Canada is
a large trading partner with the United States
and the position will more than likely in-
crease with he North American Free Trade
Agreement.
"Canadians feel American's don't pay
attention enough to Canada," Howard Cody,
associate professor of political science and
Canadian studies, said.
Cody said that Canadians are eager to
convince American visitors that Canada is a
separate and individual country, but are
pleased at the same time to have students
visit to learn for themselves.
Because Ottawa is the nation's capital,
one can discover more about Canada by
going to Ottawa more than many other plac-
es, according to Cody.
"There are some things (one) can't ap-
preciate from a book," Cody said.
• Local band
Ram's Horn full of Freaks during weekend festivalBy I. J. Lundy
Staff Writer
The Ram's Horn played host to Freak
Fest Part 1 Friday night. Kicking off at 7
p.m. with an acoustic Every Poor Daugh-
ter's Son, without drummer Adam Doiron,
Freak Fest was a benefit for both the Ram's
Horn and the tiniversit‘ 'c local music scene.
"We wanted to show everyone a good
time and raise some money for the Horn,"
Freak Fest coordinator Jay Harris said.
"We also wanted to use some of the money
to get bigger out-of-town bands and pay the
local bands more."
Both Harris and Ed Canty have recently
volunteered to take charge of Thursday night
programming at the Ram's Horn
Meet fascinating people.
C. I
Do exciting
 things.
Make big bucks.
See your name in this paper.
V
Eternal flame guaranteed.
Some of these promises are true - to find out which ones, callCity Editor Kim Dineen at 581-1270 or Volunteer CoordinatorShannon Judd at 581-3061 to start your staff or volunteer writing
career.
The Maine Campus:
A good thing to do and the right way to do it."
"The Ram's Horn is about local music,
that's why Jay and I got involved," Canty said.
The University of Maine hosts many
music festivals, such as Oktoberfest, Ball on
the Mall, Bumstock and most recently Win-
terfest, but this event set the precedent at the
Ram's Horn.
"We couldn't raise sponsorship money
for a 24-hour Jam-a-Thon as we had origi-
nally planned," Harris said. "We hope to use
some of the money from tonight to sponsor
another event like this one which is why we
called it Freak Fest Part I there could pos-
sibly be.a Part 2 or more."
"The ilea behind Freak Fest will be to
get local musicians together and showcase
talent," Canty said.
Showcasing local talent was exactly what
Freak Fest did. Following Every Poor Daugh-
ter's Son's set, which included many of their
originals as well as the Blake Babies' "Girl
In A Box,-
 
Canty and Harris' Stillwater
River Band took the stage for their third
public performance.
The evening's third band, the Skinny
White Boys, played for a full house; the
Ram's Horn's legal capacity, or roughly
160, was filled by 10 p.m. and patrons had to
wait outside for vacancies in the crowd.
"Playing tonight was a lot of fun," Skin-
ny's drummer Remy deVarenne said, "The
front row was a mosh pit by the third song."
Following the Skinny White Boys. and
closing the show, was the Psylicye Band
who raised a few eyebrows with their satir-
ical "Freebird Jam" which they witted into
the middle of the Spencer Davis Group's
"Gimme Some Lovin'."
Freak Fest Part 1 was a huge success,
attracting close to 250 supporters according
to Canty, and patrons of the Ram's Horn will
soon be seeing its benefits.
• Movie review
When the lights go down
By Christopher Goldrup
Volunteer Writer
Based on a short story
in Stephen King's anthol-
ogy Night Shift, The Lawn-
mower Man stars suave,
James Bond-wanna-be
Pierce Brosnan ("Reming-
ton Steele") as Dr. Law-
rence Angelo, a computer scientist who has
nearly completed a virtual reality system he
hopes can be used for educational purposes.
Meanwhile, "The Shop," the same super-
secret government organization you see in
Firestarter and 'The Golden Years." hopes it
has some military applications. Dr. Angelo
recruits a simple-minded groundskeeper
named Jobe (Jeff Fahey, who was in a much
better, similarly-themed movie called Body
Parts) to prove the system can turn Jobe into
a genius. 'The computer expands his mind in
more ways than one, and Jobe begins to
exhibit telekinetic powers which he begins to
utilize in rather psychotic ways, taking re-
venge on those who took advantage of him.
I don't like this movie because of the
way the filmmakers latched themselves onto
a Stephen King story to gain some notoriety
for a movie nobody would've cared about
had it not been called Stephen King's The
Lawnmower Man (its original title). Its only
connection to the King story is one scene
where Jobe uses his telepathic powers to
drive his lawn mower, and even that's not
entirely faithful to the story.
The movie itself is a very weak excuse
for a horror film, with no scares and verylittle violence. The computerized visual ef-
fects were stunning in the movie theater, but
on the TV screen they're hardly noticeable.
Without giving too much away, the end-
ing just doesn't seem right. It's as if the
filmmakers wanted you to realize the im-
mensity and the enormity of Jobe's powersin this giant payoff without giving you anyindication earlier in the film his powers were
better for anything other than making gaso-line pump hoses strangle people.
In short, if you want a Stephen King
movie, see The Shining or Misery. but ig-
nore The Lawnmower Man.
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• Medicine
New `.AIDS-like' illness a misinterpreted false alarm
BOSTON (AP) — Last summer's scar-
iest medical story — a mysterious outbreak
of a new AIDS-like sickness — has appar-
ently turned out to be a false alarm.
Several reports published today conclude
that the illness is not one new disease but
many old ones.
While a few people clearly have fallen ill
with symptoms that mimic AIDS, their con-
dition is extremely rare and not contagious,
and it probably results mostly from garden-
variety bacteria and other germs, not a terri-
fying new stealth virus, doctors said.
"The cases represent a hodgepodge of
different clinical and immunological entities.
We are not talking about just one disease,"
said Dr. Scott D. Holmberg of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta.
The newly recognized condition domi-
nated headlines from last July's internation-
al AIDS meeting in Amsterdam. Several
researchers described patients who had many
earmarks of AIDS but were not infected
with HIV, the AIDS virus. These included
strikingly low levels of helper T cells, also
known as CD4 cells, which orchestrate the
body's defenses against infections.
Since then, the condition has gotten a
name — idiopathic CD4 T-Iymphocytope-
nia, or !CL — and intensive study.
In today's New England Journal of Med-
icine, researchers published six reports on
various aspects of it.
"When you look at the clinical, epidemi-
ological and laboratory results, one doesn't
see a consistent pattern. That suggests per-
haps this whole syndrome is composed of
patients with different causes," said Dr. Dav-
id Ho, head of the Aaron Diamond AIDS
Research Center in New York City.
Among other conclusions:
—The condition is rare. In all, Ill cases
have been reported in the United States. The
CDC found just two when it reviewed
230,179 cases in its AIDS files.
—It is not contagious. Spouses and ac-
quaintances of victims have not caught it,
and it does not seem to spread through blood
transfusions.
—Many cases probably result from a
menagerie of bacteria, funguses and other
parasites. Poisons or environmental toxins
might also play a role. A few apparent vic-
tims are actually in the very early stages of
HIV infections. •
—The condition has been around at least
since 1983 and probably much longer. It
was not recognized, though, because tests to
measure the number of helper cells have
been available for just a few years.
—There is no reason to think that a
single virus is responsible for the bulk of
cases.
"We are keeping our minds open, but so
far we have not found good evidence of a
new infectious agent, either in the lab or the
field," Holmberg said.
In an accompanying editorial in the jour-
nal, Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, chief of federal
AIDS research, decried the "media fn•nzy"
that surrounded disclosure of the condition
last summer.
The uproar began with the publication of a
Newsweek article an the eve of the conference,
where the AIDS-like illness was not even in-
tended to be on the program. Federal health
officials, clearly taken by surprise, at first down-
played its importance. Only after sharp ques-
tioning from other scientists did they change
their stance and call it a top priority.
As the episode unfolded, several scien-
tists volunteered details of their labs' efforts
to find viruses that might be causing the
outbreak. Some of their early indications of
potential culprits, which helped stir fears of
a dangerous new virus, later turned out be
false alarms.
In his editorial, Fauci contended that
some scientists were "virtually forced" to
reveal sketchy and unconfirmed data for
fear of being accused of withholding critical
information.
• Entertainment
Jackson says disorder is changing color of his skin
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Michael Jack-
son says the man in the mirror has had a little
work done on his nose but not the rest of his
face. And he denies bleaching his skin,
explaining he has a disorder that's destroy-
ing his pigment.
"It's a problem for me, OK? I can't
control it," the pop megastar said in a live
TV interview Wednesday when asked by
Oprah Winfrey about his fading skin color.
The disorder, which he didn't identify, runs
in the family, he said.
In his first solo interview in nearly a
decade, the eccentric 34-year-old star said
he surrounds himself with children to make
up for a friendless, workaholic childhood.
He said he was beaten by his father and
still doesn't like to look at himself in mirrors
(His recent hit "Man in the Mirror" not-
withstanding.)
And he finessed a question about wheth-
er he is virgin, answering, "You can call me
old-fashioned if you want."
Jackson spoke animatedly and occasion-
ally giggled during the 90-minute interview
at his Neverland ranch near Santa Barbara.
By confronting rumors about his person-
al life, Jackson said, he hoped his fans could
focus on his art.
He quickly dispensed with one of those
rumors: that he bleached his skin.
"There is no such thing as skin bleach-
ing," he said. "I've never seen it. I don't
know what it is." He said his disorder began
after the 1982 release of his "Thriller"
album, and he uses makeup to cover its
effects.
He dismissed suggestions that he might
be changing his appearance because he
doesn't like who he is.
"I'm a black American," he said. "I'm
proud of my race."
STODDER COMMONS
OPEN MON-FRI 9AM-8PM • SAT 1 lAM-8PN1
ENHANCING YOUR CAMPUS LIVING EXPERIENCE! OFFERING
CONVENIENT, ONE STOP SHOPPING FOR THE ENTIRE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY! WE WELCOME ANY SUGGESTIONS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.
PAY WITH CASH OR RECEIVE A 5% DISCOUNT FOR USING YOUR MAINECARD.
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Vegetable
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Noodle
Now available!
Cakes for any occasion with 5 days notice $6.99
AM%
The Division of Student Affairs, University of Maine
Jackson said he had minor cosmetic sur-
gery to his nose but didn't alter his chin, his
eyes, his lips or any of the rest of his face.
"Very little. You can count it on two fin-
gers," he said, referring to cosmetic proce-
dures.
Other revelations:
—He doesn't like going out to date, but
a woman friend does visit his ranch.
—He had a crush on singer Diana Ross
and is now dating Brooke Shields.
—His father, Joseph, was a stern man
who teased and sometimes beat him as an
adolescent for being "sad" and withdrawn,
but Jackson forgave him.
—During adolescence, he had so many
pimples he refused to look in mirrors, and is
still reluctant to. "I washed my face in the
dark," he said.
—He denied trying to buy the bones of
the Victorian sideshow figure known as the
Elephant Man. "What would I need with
some bones?"
—He hasn't read a book by his sister LaToya
that portrays the Jackson family as dysfunction-
al. "I love my sister dearly," he said.
Quilted Jacket 3Iow—out!
Puma—Hummel—Lotto marked down to get them on your backs.
Also come in and see our new SPORTHILL Bill Koch XC line
designed for aerobic winter sports XC skiing—biking—running.
New generation of polypropylene is fantastic
thsolute Soccer • 22 N. Maine St. • Old Town, ME 04468 • 827-82u 1
Expand
Your
Vision.
Plug something
new and different
into your walkman
this week.
All new cassettes $1 off thru 2/13
Dr. Records • 20 Main St., Orono • 866-7874
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl OW
For Friday, February 12
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Oth-
ers may call you a dreamer, but you're willing
to do what it takes to make your dreams come
true. Playing by the rules is another story,
however. You're not comfortable with artifi-
cial limitations of any sort, fortunately you
have strong moral conscious to direct your
energies.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): "Things
lighten up considerably as the tension that has
built up recently eases You may feel espe-
cially sexy and this is reflected in the attrac-
tion between yourself and an intriguing com-
panion.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Them
may be a couple of people who remain stead-
fastly opposed to a solution you have come up
with, but tell them to keep their criticism to
themselves unless they've got a better alterna-
tive to offer.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): A lusty
physical attraction could put you under the
spell of a domineering partner. Don't blindly
follow your libido wherever it takes you or
you could end up in a destructive relationship.
CANCER (June 21- July 22): A sooth-
ing influence helps you make significant head-
way in negotiations and allows contracts to
slide through without a hitch. Arrange for
important meetings to occur today if possible.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): A dialogue that
begins under the auspices of business could
take a decidedly personal turn! Accept the
encounter for what it is and don't exert undue
pressure on your counterpart for more of a
commitment.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): It may be
difficult to keep impulsive behavior under
wraps, causing efforts to reconcile your dif-
ferences with a spouse or friend to temporari-
ly sputter. Be patient and don't give up hope!
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Relations
with authority figures are at their peak, mak-
ing this the ideal time to present any re-
quests. You may receive the go-ahead to
pursue a pet project you've been developing
for sonk.. time.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): During a
reflective moment, you may decide that the
best way to build for the future is by continu-
ing your education. Look into a course in
order to get your feet wet and hone your
professional skills.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21): An
intense physical attraction hits single arches
like a bolt from out of the blue! Allow your
impulses to get the better of you and a mag-
nanimous gesture on your part could lead to
something special.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19) The
car trouble that you may have had to endure
could be resolved, putting you in the mood to
celebrate. A brief excursion now that your
wheels are rolling once again is just what the
doctor ordered.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Smooth
sailing in the financial and professional arenas
enable you to tie up the loose ends that threat-
en to unravel a carefully orchestrated deal.
Tidy things up while the influence remains
favorable.
PISCES (Feb. 19. March 20): Every-
thing seems to go your way during this aspect,
as even normally aloof family members heed
your advice. A seductive dance with an attrac-
tive associate could come to a passionate con-
clusion!
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Your
 DailyH roscope EntertainmentP
By Carl Paul
For Saturday, February 13
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Noted for your humanitarian ideals, you are
capable of influencing public policy and de-
bate in positive ways. Although you may
tend to be somewhat reserved, you are a
gifted speaker when the mold strikes you. A
lifelong devotion to excellence gives you an
aura of authority and persuasiveness.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Unset-
tling issues could put a crimp in close rela-
tions, foreshadowing an inevitable change.
The key to a power struggle could come
down to who better positions themselves
through clandestine maneuvers.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): A healthy
tie could be hard to maintain when jealousy
rears its ugly head. Bring everything out in
the open and meet halfway in an attempt to
avert a crisis. Respect for one another's feel-
ings is crucial.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): An unex-
pected dip in shared assets could cause prob-
lems between partners. You may be forced
to make an unpopular decision, but do what
you think is right for the welfare of all.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You ex-
perience a creative flurry that has great profit
potential, but may lack the funds to get the
venture off the ground. Prying the money
loose from a stingy partner or bank proves to
be a difficult task.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Domestic dif-
ficulties could spill over into the work place,
making it difficult to concentrate on the task
at hand. The resulting drop in productivity
could leave you with some explaining to do.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept 22): If it weren't
for bad luck, you wouldn't have any luck at
all today! You're an accident waiting to hap-
pen, but drive defensively and keep your
wits about you and you'll weather the storm.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Group ac-
tivities suffer from a common malady, name-
ly having too many chiefs and not enough
Indians! A power struggle could undermine
the authority of whoever comes out on top,
so try to cooperate.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) Arriving
at a consensus among disparate personalities
proves to be an impossible proposition, mak-
ing working with others unproductive. Fly
solo if you want to get anything of substance
accomplished.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21): A
secret that comes to light may be a source of
division among committed couples. The
worst thing you can do is get friends and
relatives involved unnecessarily: this can be
worked out between the two of you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19) The
politicking that occurs during this influence
makes it virtually impossible to accomplish
anything of merit, so you're better off steal-
ing away with your lover for some quiet
time!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You
could be at odds with your boss over the
handling of a work project, or a clash with a
loved one could arise with money as the
central theme. Don't back down, but show a
willingness to compromise.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): A recent
romantic encounter could come back to haunt
you. Much to your chagrin, you may find
that the two of you have very different ideas
about what the moment meant, and things
could get ugly as a result.
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s Manx murmur
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1991
43 Pole or Czech
46 — the
stage with
tears Hamlet
47 Milldams
SO Punjabi prince
51 Sweetheart
52 Cow 's
mammary
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53 Claims
34 Rival of Amnerts
SS Destitution
50 Concernto
57 Other Sp
so Mtneral bed
so His wife
became salt
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (750 each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk t-on-i with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billedto your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must he 1 8 or older. Calltoday — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Finance
Maine supreme court sustains bank's appealPORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Maine'shighest court Thursday revived a three-year
legal battle arising from a mistake by a
Portland bank teller who cashed a $500
"bonus voucher" in the belief it was a
check.
The Maine Supreme Judicial Court sus-
tained the appeal of Peoples Heritage Bankin a case that began with a small claims
action brought by account holders Donald
and Helen Presnell and ended in a dispute
over court procedure.
The couple said the bank acted improp-
erly when it debited their account for $500
to offset its loss in cashing the voucher, a
type of document that businesses frequently
mail out for promotional purposes.
The voucher was addressed to Charles
Dubail, a friend of the Presnells who had
been living with them at the time. Dubail
apparently signed his name on the back of
the voucher and gave it to Mrs. Presnell,
who added her signature.
In their claim, the couple implied that the
bank should pay for its mistake when it cashed
the voucher on or about May 13, 1988.
"I contend that Helen having no
knowle(dg)e of Banking and or a lot of expe-
rience with checks should not be liable for the
money. The bank teller.. made a mistake of
cashing the voucher when it plainly states
NOT REDEEMABLE FOR CASH,"
Election
from page 1
"It is generally my policy that a student
who has taken the course not only has the
ability, but I encourage them to borrow the
equipment as its available from the depart-
ment for whatever they will," Craig said. "I
think that anything do in television produc-
tion extends their skills and what they learned
in the course. There is absolutely no fee for
the equipment.
"I was asked if any student could use the
equipment. The answer is no - anymore than
I would loan my car to anyone who doesn't
have a driver's license would I loan the
department's equipment to anyone who I do
not think knows how to operate it."
Craig also said though, that any member
of the video club who had taken his class
could work with other students to produce
video projects free of charge.
At an earlier hearing, FEPC ruled that
Worster's experience with the video equip-
ment through a class gave him an unfair
advantage over the other candidates who
would have had to pay for the use of the
equipment.
"We were told repeatedly that any stu-
dent with the necessary skills could have
access the equipment - that's fine," Jenn
Marshall, FEPC chair, said. "However, if
you didn't have the necessary skills, first
you had to find some one who did, then you
had to pay a charge."
As of midnight. GSS hadn't decided on
the legitimacy of FEPC's findings.
a Condoms
National Condom Week February 10-16
Reduce the possibility of contracting a sexually
transmitted disease induding HIV/AIDS.
Have
Condom
Sense.
This me.F,sage is brought to you by
The National Condom Week Committee.
Eastern Maine AIDS Network.
CHF 351: Human Sexuality,
Student Health Services.
Peer Educator Program.
Campus Living q5.1) SHARE.
Presnell wrote in his statement of claim.
After a Portland District Court hearing
on April 18, 1989, Judge Alexander MacNi-
chol ruled in favor of Presnell for $500 plus$20 in costs.
Peoples Heritage appealed to the Superi-
or Court, where Justice Donald Alexander
sided with the bank on Oct. 5, 1989, and
directed its attorney to prepare an appropri-
ate order. Presnell, who had acted as his own
lawyer, did not appear at the hearing or file
a brief.
The bank's lawyer, who was before the
court for less than a minute, apparently
didn't hear Alexander's request to submit an
order. The case languished for more than
two years until the court notified the bank's
attorney that the matter was still pending.
Around Jan. 2, 1992, the bank's attorney
submitted a proposed order, but it did not
include the basis of Alexander's decision
because the judge did not reveal that infor-
mation at his brief hearing.
Alexander then refused to sign the pro-
posed order, set aside his earlier ruling and
threw out the appeal because of the two year
and three month delay
The bank appealed to the supreme court
which agreed Thursday that Alexander's
dismissal order was improper.
"In this case, there is no indication in the
record of irresponsibility or dilatoriness on
the part of the bank's attorney that would
merit dismissal. Rather, the record reflects
counsel's failure to hear an oral order from
the bench," the law court's opinion said.
"Dismissal, the ultimate sanction, should
not be imposed for an attorney's failure to
comply with an unheard order."
The ruling sends the case back to Alex-
ander for a judgment on the case's merits.
Presnell did not file a brief when the case
went before the law court and could not be
reached for comment.
Peoples Heritage spokesman Brian Ar-
senault said the bank's costs in the law court
appeal were kept to a minimum because its
counsel opted to pursue the case without
charge.
The $500 debit to the Presnell account
was maintained throughout the appeal, Ar-
senault said.
Cockburn
from page 1
Representatives for the Maine Coalition
for Fair Trade were at the speech passing out
pamphlets urging people to contact Maine's
representatives in Congress to try to influ-
ence a "No" vote.
If the agreement goes through, Cock-
burn said cheap labor will be sought by the
big corporations. More competition will
develop, and lower wages would be neededto equal the money spent on labor in the
same type of plant in Mexico.
"There will be permission for corpora-
tions to look for lower wages," Cockburn
said.
"With free market economics, their is
only a focus oa profit," Strimling said.
Another area Cockburn said will suffer,in light of an increased level of competition,is the environment.
"Third World countries (like Mexico)
are increasingly areas with high levels of
environmental problems," he said.
The problem that this creates for U.S.
corporations is if the Mexican plant can by-
pass methods of pollution control and there-fore cut costs, their products will be cheaper.
With NAFTA, environmental rules on pro-duction in the U.S. may suffer.
"Unfair competition can lead to the an-
nulment of laws and regulations," Cock-
burn said.
Cockburn also said individual nation
sovereignty will be in jeopardy with a free
trade agreement. He said the European equiv-
alent to NAFTA, the European Community(EC), imposes economic rules on all of the
member companies. With free trade, the
issue of self-government is lost.
"Economic destiny is not in the hands of
the country (with free trade)," he said.
In posing these problems with free trade,
Cockburn urged "all efforts have to be made
that NAFTA be stopped, that there must be
a strong interventionist campaign, and peo-
ple must realize that the market is failing."
The points Cockburn made on the effects
the NAFTA could have, were "good basic
points", professor of political science Ed-
ward Collins said.
"I share some of his concerns with the
environmental problems," he said. In re-gards to lower wage workers being sought
after with NAFTA, Collins said the idea is
nothing new.
"It is standard operating procedure tofind cheap labor," he said.
LA E()University of Southern Maine
Looking for a way to keep moving toward your educationalgoals during the summer months? With 7-week, 6-weekand 4-week sessions and numerous special institutes,USM can assist you with quality academic experiences.
Registration begins April 5
and will continue through the beginning of each session.Make USM your choice this summer!
For more information, contact:
Sumner Session
University of Southern Maine96 Falmouth Street, Portland, Maine 04101
or call (207) 780-4076.
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portsNews • Black Bear skaters head to Northeastern for a pair• UMaine Athlete of the Week: Mike Latendresse
• Men's basketball team in midst of Boston road trip
The Campus
Sports Ticker
UMaine women's ice
.hockey wraps up borne
sc.hedule this weekend
The University of Maine women's ice
hockey team is in action this weekend in
their last home game of the season. The
Black Bears, cunently 9-6 on the season,
play UNB-Fredricton Saturday at 6:30 p.m.
and Sunday at 11:50 a.m. at Alfond Arena.
On Monday, UMaine hosts RPI at 7:30
p.m. at Sockalexis Arena in Old Town.
Atlanta's Smoltz resigns
for 4-years,-$16-million
ATLANTA (AP) — Right-hander
John Snroltz agreed to a four-year contract
with the Atlanta Braves for $16 million
Smoltz, 15-12 with a 2.85 ERA last
season, gets a $1 million signing bonus,
$2.25 million in 1993, $3 million in
1994, $4.5 million in 1995 and $5.25
million in 1996.
Kordic's family files suit
SHERBROOKE, Quebec (AP) --
The family of former NHL player John
Kordic, who died last August, filed suit
for $1.8 million against the city of Que-
bec, the city of L'Ancienne-Lorette and
ambulance attendants of Quebec-Metro.
Kordic died en route to a hospital
Aug. 8 after it had taken several police
officers to restrain and control him in a
motel room in the Quebec City suburb of
L' Ancienne Lorette.
Several NAC men's
basketball players-rank
among national leaders
Many of the top players in the MAC are
aLso among the statistical leaders in the
Division I categories. Among them are
Hartford's Vin Baker (2nd, scoring 29.3
ppg: 10th. rebounding,11.2 rpg), Delware's
Spencer Dunkley (2nd, rebounding, 13.7
tpg: 6th, blocks, 3.5) and Vermont's Eddie
Benton (18th. scoring, 22.5 ppg).
• Basketball
UMaine women's hoop loses in OTBy Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Sophomore Canine
Jones scored 20 points,
including all 11 of
Northeastern's points in
overtime, lifting the Huskies to a 57-51
victory over the University of Maine wom-
en's basketball team Thursday night at Al-fond.
Jones, a guard
-forward from St. Alban's,
N.Y., took control of the game in the extra
period. She opened the OT with a three-
pointer, giving the Huskies (8-11 overall, 5-3 in the Northa Atlantic Conference)a lead
they would never relinquish at 49-46.
UMaine's Stephanie Guidi (13 points)
sank one of two free throws to cut the lead to
49-47 with 4:06 left.
A Jones hoop and a pair of free throws by
UMaine's Chris Strong kept the Northeast-
ern lead at two, but Jones hit a nice drive
through the lane and two more form the
charity stripe to boost the Huskies' advan-
tage to 55-49 with 46 seconds left.
Guidi added another hoop with 20 sec-
onds left, but two more by Jones from the
line erased any glimmer of hope UMaine (4-
15, 2-6) had left.
Senior tri-captain and 1,000 point club
member Heather Briggs led UMaine with
14 points before fouling out in OT.
The Black Bears jumped out to a 10-4
advantage 7:17 into the first half thanks to
four points apiece from Guidi and Briggs.
A finger roll in the paint by Maine's
Catherine Gallant helped her club increase
their early lead to 17-11 with 6:50 in the
half.
But the Huskies, led by hustling senior
guard Cordelia Washington, picked up the
defensive intensity and held UMaine score-
less for the next five minutes.
Washington's power move with 1:28
seconds left in the half evened the score at
17, but a pair of Seana Dionne free throws
gave UMaine a two point advantage at the
half.
Jones opened the second half with a
three from the right corner to give the Hus-
kies their first lead at 20-19.
The teams traded hoops for much of the
second half, with the biggest lead for either
team being a 36-32 Northeastern advantage
with 7:44 left in regulation.
The Huskies took a 46-44 lead on a pair
of Jones free throws with exactly one minute
left, but Dionne answered back with two of
her from the stripe with 46 seconds left to
send it into OT and set the stage for Jones
heroics.
Black Bear Notes•
•The U Maine women are in action again
Saturday, when they host Boston University
at Alfond Arena. Tip-off is set for 2 p.m.
•The loss to Northeastern was UMaine's
second to the Huskies this season. They beat
UMaine,45-43, Jan. 30 in Boston.
University of Maine first-year standout Stephanie Guidi is among the NAC'stop rookies. (Kiesow photo.)
• UMaine hockey
Huskies hope to halt UMaine dominance
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
When Northeastern
University hockey team
visited Alfond Arena the
weekend of Dec. 4, they
were unquestionably the
biggest early season sur-
prise in Hockey East.
Picked sixth in the Hockey East pre-
season coaches' poll, the Huskies came to
Orono armed with a 6-3 overall record and
holding the No. 2 slot in the league rankings
An upset or two against the then-11-0-1
Black Bears certainly wasn't an unrealistic
expectation for Huskie Coach Ben Smith's
squad.
And on Friday night, an upset looked
like a distinct possibility. Only some acro-
batic third period saves by UMaine goalie
Mike Dunham enabled the Black Bears to
escape with a 5-4 victory.
Since then, it has all been downhill for
the Huskies. UMaine hammered them 11-2
the next night, starting a string of had luck,
illness and detrimental injuries that have
resulted in the Huskies losing 11 of their 13
contests since.
"Our bad luck stalled that second night
against Maine," Northeastern Coach Ben
Smith said. "Maybe one of those Alfond
fans put a hex on us."
This weekend, the Huskies, now 8-16-1.
have a chance to break the alleged hex when
they host 28-0-2 UMaine for a weekend pail
in Boston.
Leading the Northeastern attack is se-
nior right wing Dino Gmssi, who has fought
through the team turmoil to score 27 points
in 25 games.
"He's been excellent, very consistent,"
Smith said. "For the most part, he's been
Sec HOCKEY on page 22
• Race relations
Minority athletes'
concerns result in
return of MSAAC
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Troubled by a lack of cultural awareness
within the University of Maine athletic com-
munity, a group of approximately 30 minor-
ity student-athletes met Monday night with
the purpose of reinstating the Minority Stu-
dent Athletic Advisory Council to campus.
TheMSAAC has been inactive since former
See MSAAC on page 22
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• Arthur Ashe
Friends, family pay final
respects to Arthur Ashe
By Joe Macenka planet, God found the man."
Young, a former U.S. ambassador to
the United Nations, was the last of 21RICHMOND (AP) — Those who were people to speak at the funeral, a movingclose to Arthur Ashe are hoping his death three-hour service to honor the first blackwill be the impetus needed to convince the man to win Wimbledon and the U.S. Openworld that more must be done in the fight While all the speakers mentioned Ashe'sagainst AIDS. tennis accomplishments, they focused more"We are going to find a cure. We are on his reputation as a decent, compassiongoing to rally. Arthur Ashe's life will not ate person wao worked tirelessly to probe in vain," Andrew Young told a crowd of mote social causes.5,600 Wednesday at Ashe's funeral. "Arthur left us with a better world toAshe, 49, died Saturday of AIDS-relat- live in today," Charlie Pasarell, Ashe'sed pneumonia. 
roommate at UCLA and a former Davis"We sit here today and witness a crucifix- Cup teammate, said as he fought off tears.ion, but I tell you the resurrection is just "But most of all, we are here today becausearound the corner," Young said in his cub- Arthur touched our lives with the most8Y. powerful emotion of all: love."Everything Arthur did, he did for a "It can be said that no man loved hu-group or a cause bigger than himself. God mankind more than Arthur did. And thathas found many uses for Arthur that we gift of love was Arthur's great virtue,"don't understand. So when it came time todeal with this difficult problem facing the See ASHE on page 23
AP Sports Writer
MSAAC
from page 21
I. Maine Athletic Director Kevin White left for
Tulane University two years ago.
But a feeling among the athletes of cul-
tural insensitivity from some of their coach-
es coupled with the goal of making minority
students' lives easier resulted in the rebirth
of the organization.
"We want all minority students to have a
more enjoyable lives on campus," said Rob
Tubbs, a red-shirt sophomore football player
and one of the MSAAC's two officers. "Since
all of us in this group are athletes, the natural
place to start is with the athletic department."
The first meeting, which was held at the
Dexter Lounge in Alfond Arena, was at-
tended by members of UMaine's hockey,
basketball, football and baseball teams.
According to Rob Pauleus, a graduate stu-dent football player and the groups other
officer, most of the athletes in attendance
have experienced cultural insensitivity at
one time or another.
"Most coaches are more concerned with
winning than with being father figures to the
athletes," Pauleus said. "That's OK, but
when it comes to the point where they have
a total oisregard for cultural differences, it
becomes a problem."
Pauleus cited a case of a UMaine coach—
whom he didn't want to identify—calling a
Spanish player Jose for a week and a half.
Jose wasn't the player's name.
"There are numerous examples and sto-
ries along the lines of that one," Pauleus
said. "It's something that needs to be
stopped"
Tubbs mentioned a specific stereotype
that he has personally experienced at
UMaine.
"People think I'm one of the fastest guys
on the football team, and I am," Tubbs said.
"But if I don't blow everyone away in the
sprints by 20 yards every time, the coaches
get mad at me."
Athlete of the Week
Mike Latendresse is the University of
Maine Athlete of the Week.
The sophomore center on the top-
ranked UMaine hockey team earned his
second straight Hockey East rookie of
the Week honor after a pair of outstand-
ing performances in the Black Bears two-
game sweep of UMass-Lowell last week-
end.
Friday night, Latendresse tallied his
first career hat trick and added an assist in
ITMaine's 7-4 win over the Chiefs. On
Saturday, he got the Black Bears on the
road to an eventual 4-2 win by notching
the game's first goal.
Mike
Latendresse
Sophomore
Center
Ice hockey
A Montreal native, Latendresse has
emerged as a solid player in 1992-93 after
sitting out last season and the first four
games of this season as a suspension for
playing a like number of games in a
Major Junior A league two years ago.
In 25 games this season, Latendresse
has scored 14 goals while adding 20 as-
sists for a total of 34 points.He ranks
sixth on the Black Bears and 10th overall
in HE in scoring.
Other finalists this week included Kirk
Carter (men's track), Stephanie Guidi(women's basketball) and Jim Montgom-
ery (ice hockey).
However, Tubbs says he never com-
plains for one simple reason.
"I don't want to perpetuate another black
stereotype: laziness," Tubbs said. "So I keep
my mouth shut."
Current University of Maine Athletic
Director Mike Ploszek, who attended part of
the meeting, said he will give his full support
to the group, but feels somewhat disturbed
that the council is even necessary.
"I'm glad that there is desire among the
student-athletes to identify and correct is-
sues that they feel uncomfortable with,"
Ploszek said. "However, I'm troubled by
their overall feelings of concern."
Ploszek suggested regular meetings and
community interaction as few ways that the
student-athletes can get their feelings ex-
pressed, and thereby acted upon.
But first of all, he said, the athletic de-
partment has to do its part to help relieve any
and all concerns the athletes have.
"We have to do the right things within
the athletic department first," Ploszek said.
"We want their experience here to be a
positive one, and I don't think they arelooking for special treatment. They simply
want equal treatment." •
Tubbs agreed with Ploszek's assessment.
"We have pressures that are differentfrom those of the average UMaine student,"
Tubbs said. "Many of us (minority athletes)
come from a different background and envi-
ronment than many of the people on this
campus, and takes some adjustment on both
sides. It's a unique situation. Hopefully, we
can all work together and get these issues
resolved."
UMaine hockey versus Northeastern University
from page 21able to avoid all of the problems that have
affected us, and he has been our best offen-
sive player."
The problems Smith referred to have
come in a variety of forms. Eight players in
the last three weeks have contracted the flu,
sophomore defenseman Francois Bouchard
suffered a leg injury, and perhaps most cost-
-
-
ly, senior captain Chris Foy was lost for the
regular season with a separated shoulder.
"Losing Chris has, quite honestly, killed
us,-
 Smith said. "He is a leader an probably
our most stable player on the ice. His loss has
caused us to make a lot of changes on defense,
and it's indirectly screwed up our offense."
One of the changes Smith has been forced
**Winter Tune-up Special**
$19.99
Only at Rose Bike
*Only with this Coupon
This Tune-uo includes,
 
Adjusted derailleurs,
brakes and bearings; True wheels; and a
cleaning of the drive train and frame.
Coupon Expires 2/28/ 93
Rose Bike
36A Main St. Orono
866-3525
to exercise is the temporary move of all-
purpose forward Mike Taylor to defense.
"We had to move one of our forwardsback, and we chose Mike because he is our
most versatile player. But it has really messed
up our line combinations," Smith said. "Wehave guys playing together that simply aren't
used to each other.-
Workhorse goalie Mike Veisor has been
an indirect victim of the lineup jugglingSmith has been forced to employ.
After a brilliant start that included a 35
save performance in a 2-1 win over BU, thefirst-year netminder has cooled off consid-
erably. He has fallen to 6-13 on the season,
and his inflated 5.06 goals against averagehas not been helped by the injuries to the NUdefensive corps.
"Mike as played well," Smith said. "He's
only a freshman, so he has battled the incon-
sistency that comes in the first year at thislevel, but overall he's done a great job."
Veisor will have to be at his finest this
weekend when he faces a UMaine team that
has ottN:ored its opposition by a 199-69
margin and boasts the three top scorers in
Hockey East.
First-year sensation Paul Kariya (18-49-67), senior Jim Montgomery (15-44-59) andjunior Cal Ingraham (33-25-58) undeniablyform the most dangerous line in collegehockey. Kariya leads the nation in scoring
and assists, while Ingraham holds the top
spot in the goals column.
"They have a lot of guys who can light it
up," Smith said. "I'm sure Mike won't get
rattled, but we can't afford to let them get
second shots after he makes a save. Ourdefense has to play well or we'll get killed."
Black Bear Notes: UMaine will face theHuskies without a pair of veteran forwardsdue to injuries suffereil against UMass-Low-
ell last weekend.
Senior Kent Salfi (pulled groin) and se-
nior Eric Fenton (knee) will miss both games
of the series. Salfi is sitting out for precau-tionary measures and should be ready whenthe Black Bears host BU next weekend.
Fenton however, is out for at least three
weeks with ligament damage to his leftknee. He is hoping to be ready for the Hock-
ev playoffs beginning March 12.
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• UMaine men's basketball
Black Bears look to halt inconsistency against BU--iT1 By Chris
Castellano
Sports Writer
One of the key ingre-
dients in being a legiti-
mate contender in conference play is the
ability to win the games that you are sup-
posed to win.
This will be the case with the Univer-
sity of Maine men's basketball team when
they take on Boston University Saturday
afternoon in Boston.
The Terriers have struggled through
much of their North Atlantic Conference
schedule, with their latest defeat coming
at home to co-leader Northeastern Uni-
versity, 88-81.
BU currently stands in a last place tie
with the University of New Hampshire at
1-6, entering Thursday nights matchup
with the Wildcats.
On the other side of the coin, the Black
Bears currently own a 4-3 record in NAC
play, and knocked off the Terriers at Al-
fond, 78-73, earlier this season.
With recent success favoring UMaine,
their is still room for concern especially
considering that BU has won all four of its
games at home while struggling on the
road. They have dropped all nine of their
road contests.
UMaine will also have to find a way to
contain NAC Rookie of the Week David
Ashe from page 22
Pasarell said. "So on this day, I simply
want to say, 'Goodbye, my dear friend.' I
love you Arthur."
"Most athletes," the Rev. Jesse Jack-
son said, "keep their achievements be-
tween the lines, where rules and referees
keep them safe. Arthur found greatness
beyond the lines, where you are most vul-
nerable."
New York Mayor David Dinkins said
Ashe "was just plain better than most of us."
Dinkins turned to Ashe's 6-year-old
daughter, sitting with her mother, Jeanne,
and said: "Camera, sweetheart, your fa-
ther's most precious legacy to you is not
paid in coin but in kindness, a good name
and the affection of millions of people who
never met you, but who will do almost
anything for you because of the goodness
and decency of your father."
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Stiff, who tallied 58 points and 20 re-bounds in two games this week.
Stiff lit up Hofsta University for 35points, including a tip in basket with four
seconds left to ice the win.
Later in the week he managed to score23 points on 10-of-16 shooting against aintimidating Huskie squad, albeit in a los-ing cause.
While Stiff is scoring on the inside, theTerriers let loose junior guard Danny Del-gardo from the outside.
The long-range shooter is among theleaders in three-point field goal accuracy(hitting 37 percent). He is averaging closeto two three
-pointers a game.
Six-foot sophomore point guard David
Wallace is also a threat on the offensive
end. He posseses the uncanny ability todistribute the ball to the right people, and
exhibits a nice outside touch from behindthe three-point stripe.
The Black Bears will look for back toback solid efforts from the big man in the
middle, Dan Hillman, who tallied 22 pointsin the team's last meeting.
UMaine also received a solid effort
from center Francois Bouchard, who
grabbed a team-high nine rebounds.
The University of Maine Black Bears
also have an exciting but sometimes un-
predictable backcourt combination of De-
onte Hursey and Casey Arena, who put
out solid efforts. UMaine guard Deonte Hursey earlier this season. (Lachowski photo.)
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• UMaine track
UMaine track squad hosts a
By Chris DeBeck Bears will need strong performances inSports Writer every event to win.
Charla Harrie, who broke a UMaineThe University of Maine's track squads indoor record record in the 800m last weekmake rare home appearances in a pair of in Hanover, N.H., highlights the Blackmeets this weekend. Bears. UMaine Coach Jim Ballinger is hop-The women host the Maine Association ing Harrie will run a sub- 2:11 time in theof Intercollegiate Athletics for Women meet half-mile race, but Ballinger still isn't sureFriday night, as teams from Colby. Bates, that Harrie will even compete in that eventBowdoin, the University of Southern this week.Maine, and UMaine converge on Memori- Other top UMaine competitors includeal Gym. Karen Compton (shot put, 20 lb. weight),Ann England-Maxim, a UMaine assis- Kerry Brothers (mile, 1(XX)m), Jill Hindleytant coach, said that Bowdoin looks to be (half-mile, 600 yards), and Kim Doucettethe toughest competition, and the Black (55 m dash).
pair of meetsthis weekend
The men also compete this weekend,
hosting the New England championships
Saturday. Nine teams will compete in the
meet, but the exact lineup hasn't been set.
Since the commissioner of the league is in
Rhode Island. the full field won't be known
until Friday night.
Some of the teams that Ballinger ex-
pects to compete include Southern Con-
necticut State, Central Connecticut, Bent-
ley, Springfield College, New Hampshire,
University of Massachusetts-Lowell, Holy
Cross, and UMaine.
England Maxim said she feels South-
ern Connecticut State and UMass-Lowell
as the teams to beat.
Kirk Carter, enjoying an outstandingseason in the long jump, triple jump, andthe 55m dash, is a standout for UMaine.Baliinger particularly lauded Carter'seffort in the long jump.
"This year is Kirk's first year in the longjump, and he's consisteritly made jumpsover 23 feet,-
 he said. "He's also been aguy to stop the gap in the dash."
Other UMaine athletes to look forinclude Jeff Young (1,000-yard), MikeProctor (half mile), Skip Ford and TornLangstaff (600 yard), and Sean Tynan(mile).
Maine Campus classifieds
help wanted
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Lain2,000+/month + world travel (Ha-
waii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Holiday, Summer and Career em-
ployment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5067.$200-$500 WEEKLY-Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed,
FREE information-24 hour hotline.
Call 801-379-2900 Copyright #
ME013650
Wanted: Tutor for high school day,
2 hours/day, 3 days/week, $4/HOUR.
Call 941-2094.
Counse;brs/Support Staff-Boys
camp in Mass. Top salary, Rm/Bd/
Laundry. Have skill in one of thefollowing activities: Archery, base-ball, basketball, drama, drums, fenc-ing, football, golf, guitar, hockey,lacrosse, photography, piano, rock-
etry, rollerbladirg, ropes, sailing, ten-
nis, track, waterski, weights, wood.Support staff jobs include: Cooks,bus drivers, nurses and secretaries.Call or write: Camp Winadu, 5 Glen
Lane, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543(914)-381-5983. Recruiter will be
on campus Feb. 23 from 10-3 down-
stairs in the Student Union. Stop byfor informal interview.
Wanted: Phonathon associates-
Must be available-Sun., Mon., &
Wed. evenings 6-9:30pm.Tele-
marketing experience helpful, not
necessary, responsible persons only.
Applications at Crossland Alumi Cen-
ter. Workstudy and non-workstudy.
miscellaneous
Anxious? Unintended Pregnancy?
We'll Help. Free pregnancy test. 24
hour hotline 942-1611.
Karen + Mike's Earth School. Ed-
ible medicinal plants, tracking sur-
vival skills. 866-5982.
for sale
Banjo, Hondo with hardshell
Like new. $250 or best offer. 866-4587, Andrew.
Brother word processor. Includes
manuals, spreadsheets, tutor, all disks
and spell check, $150. Call 581-6731
Digital Ford AM car radio. Asking$25/B .O. Call x8836
'85 Nissan Kingcab 4x4 5-Sp. New
radiat. & muff. Runs great. Asking$1800/13.0. Call Chris 581-6913.
Burton Cruise 155 Snowboard
w/ bindings. Great all round board,
very agile, enjoy the snow! x6731$100.
1980 Ford Fiesta, $300. Newly in-
spected. Call 866-5976
Tired of walking, bussing or bum-
ming rides? '79 Olds Cutlass,
sunroof, exc. stereo, PS/PR, $400.825-3122.
Entertainment center, great cond.$50/B.O. Brown leather couch, good
cond. $40/B.O. Call 827-8936.
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED: 89
Mercedes-$200, 86 VW-$50; 87
Mercedes-$100,65 Mustang-$50.Choose from thousands starting $50.
FREE Information-24 hour hotline.Call 801-379-2929 Copyright #
ME013610.
• lost & found
Lost: A keychain of a pewter cat on
a chair. Lost Sat. 2/6 betweenCumberland Hall and Hilltop Market.Call x8071.
Lost: Texas Instruments calculator,
gray and in a hard case, possibly in132 Barrows. If found contact Jeff at827-7448.
Lost: Analytical Geometry + Calculusbook. Lost in Stewart Commons. Iffound call Sharon at x7381.
Lost: Set of 2 university keys. Lost
near DTAV. $10 reward. Call Melissa
at 581-7151.
Stop by the basement of Lord:
Hall for your-dassifited ad;
lost & found
Lost: Maine driver's license-Jennifer
Perkin. Call Stewart 581-7217.
Lost: Green L.L. Bean coat, plaid
lining, button-down w/hood. Lost
at Geddy's 2/4. Call Nora, x8060 w/
any information.
Lost: Gold heart pendant w/ inscrip-
tion-"Happy Anniversary Babi Zee"
on campus. If found, call Sharon at
x8634.
Found: Set of keys including Honda
car key, bike lock key and two
others, Contact the Maine Campus
at x1273.
Found: In the Union-A green back-pack w/ swim trunks + towel, a blackbackpack belonging to Marty Higgins,
a GRE score sheet belonging to PeterMarkiewicz, a gold bracelet, and a
zillion assorted gloves and earrings.Stop by Info desk in the Union to
claim.
Found: Pair of women's rings in LattusCenter in Memorial Gym on 2/9. CallProfessor Palmer to claim. x1879 or866-7717.
Found: Black watchman plaid scarf
at comedy show in Damn Yankee onSat. night. Pick up at Union Board inUnion.
Found: Makeup compact, almost
new, outside of Wingate Hall. Call
x1038
Found: Presidential pin for academic
achievement at Fernald Snack BarCall 1404 and ask for Victoria.
Found: Cream colored JCrew jacket,keys to a Honda in pocket. Foundoutside of Geddy's Sat. night. Cali866-4828 to claim.
Found: A silver ring w/ a browncolored stone in center. If it's your
stop by the Maine Campus or call581-1273.
To place your FREE lost and foundad, stop by the A4aine Campus in thebasement of Lord Hall or call 581-1273, Monday
-Thursday 9am-5pmand Friday 9am-4pm.
apartments
Park Place Apartments. 2 BR-4500
month + util. 1 BR efficiency-$200/
mo + util. For info 947-1678.
Old Town, lg. quiet, 2 bdrms, washer
dryer hook up. Pay own utilities. No
pets. $350/mo. + sec. dep. Call 827-
4113.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts.
2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, kitchen,dining area, living room, on-site laun-
dry. Heat, water, sewer included.
Private. Only 9 mi., 15 min. from UM.
Bradley. $575-650/mo. sec. dep. 1
yr. lease. Call 866-7798.
Stillwater-83 Spring St. 5 BR 2
bath townhouse $800/mo. Heated.
Apply now! P.I. Reality Management
942-4815.
travel
Ski- Springbreak Intercollegiate Ski
Weeks, ONLY $209. includes: 5 DAY
LIFT TICKET/ 5 NIGHTS LODGING(MOUNTAINSIDE CONDO) /5 DAYS
INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTIVITIES (Drink-ing Age-18), Sponsored by Labatt's,
Evian, Molson and Mt. SUTTON,
CANADA (Just across the Vermont
Border) Group Leader Discounts.
Springbreak '93. Call Ski Travel Un-
limited. 1
-800-999-SKI-9. 
Spring Break: Cancun, Nassaufrom $299. Organize a small groupfor FREE trip. Call 1 (800) GET-SUN-i.
Spring Break '93- Cancun, Baha-
mas, Jamaica from only $399!
Daytona from $149! Organize a small
group and travel FREE! Call Now!
New England's Largest Spring
Break Company! Take a Break Va-
cations R00- -32P CAVF
personals
F.O.B. Club lives on! Great cam
paign-we love you guys! Luv, B.J.,
Angel, & RO.
